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Abstract
We studies two examples of polytope slices, hypersimplices as slices of hypercubes
and edge polytopes. For hypersimplices, the main result is a proof of a conjecture
by R. Stanley which gives an interpretation of the Ehrhart h*-vector in terms of
descents and excedances. Our proof is geometric using a careful book-keeping of
a shelling of a unimodular triangulation. We generalize this result to other closely
related polytopes.
We next study slices of edge polytopes. Let G be a finite connected simple graph
with d vertices and let PG C Rd be the edge polytope of G. We call PG decomposable
if PG decomposes into integral polytopes PG+ and PG- via a hyperplane, and we give
an algorithm which determines the decomposability of an edge polytope. Based on
a sequence of papers by Ohsugi and Hibi, we prove that when PG is decomposable,
PG is normal if and only if both PG+ and PG- are normal. We also study toric
ideals of PG, PG+ and PG-. This part is joint work with Hibi and Zhang.
Thesis Supervisor: Richard P. Stanley
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For an integral polytope P, we want to slice it into integral subpolytopes by hy-
perplanes and study the combinatorial properties of these slices. Here we apply
this general idea to two classes of particular polytopes. We introduce the two main
results in details in the following two sections. This thesis is based on two published
papers [L] and [HLZ].
1.1 Hypersimplices
Hypersimplices appear naturally in algebraic and geometric contexts. For example,
they can be considered as moment polytopes for torus actions on Grassmannians
or weight polytopes of the fundamental representations of the general linear groups
GL,. Fix two integers 0 < k < n. The (k, n)-th hypersimplex is defined as follows
Ak,. = f(zi,..., n) |10 5 X1, ... , z 5 1; X1 + - - -+ z = k},
or equivalently,
Ak,n = f(X1,..., zn_1) 1 05 X1,.. ., Xn_1 < 1; k - 1< X1 + - - - + _1 < k}.
They can be considered as the slice of the hypercube [0, ]n-1 located between the
two hyperplanes E xi = k - 1 and E xi = k.
For a permutation w E 6n, we call i E [n - 1] a descent of w, if w(i) > w(i + 1).
We define des(w) to be the number of descents of w. We call Ak,n-1 the Eulerian
number, which equals the number of permutations in _n-1 with des(w) = k - 1.
The following result is well-known (see for example, [EC1, Exercise 4.59 (b)]).
Theorem 1.1.1 (Laplace). The normalized volume of Ak,n is the Eulerian number
Ak,n-1.
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Let Sk,, be the set of all points (X1,... , X-1) E [0, 1]n-1 for which x; < xj+1 for
exactly k - 1 values of i (including by convention i = 0). Foata asked whether there
is some explicit measure-preserving map that sends Sk,n to Ak,.. Stanley [Stal]
gave such a map, which gave a triangulation of the hypersimplex into Ak,n_1 unit
simplices and provided a geometric proof of Theorem 1.1.1. Sturmfels [Stu] gave
another triangulation of Ak,n, which naturally appears in the context of Grdbner
bases. Lam and Postnikov [LP] compared these two triangulations together with
the alcove triangulation and the circuit triangulation. They showed that these four
triangulations are identical. We call a triangulation of a convex polytope unimodular
if every simplex in the triangulation has normalized volume one. It is clear that the
above triangulations of the hypersimplex are unimodular.
Let P E ZN be any n-dimensional integral polytope (its vertices are given by
integers). Then Ehrhart's theorem tells us that the function
i(P, r) := #(rP n ZN)
is a polynomial in r, and
EZi(T, r)tr = h* (t)
r>O (1 - t)n+l'
where h*(t) is a polynomial in t with degree < n. We call h*(t) the h*-polynomial of
P, and the vector (h0, ... , h*), where h* is the coefficient of t' in h*(t), is called the
h*-vector of P. We know that the sum >jih!(P) equals the normalized volume
of?.
Katzman [Kat] proved the following formula for the h*-vector of the hypersimplex
Ak,fl. In particular, we see that =0Z h(Ak,n) = Ak,n_1. Write to denote
the coefficient of tr in (1 + t + t 2 + - - - + ti-1)". Then the h*-vector of Ak,n is
(h*(Ak,n),.. . ,h*_(Ak )), where for d = 0, ... , n -1
k-1
h*(an E(-1) 111d(k 
_n \i \= Z (k - i)d - i
Moreover, since all the h!(Ak,n) are nonnegative integers ([Sta2]) (this is not clear
from (1.1.1)), it will be interesting to give a combinatorial interpretation of the
h* (A k,n).-
The half-open hypersimplex A' is defined as follows. If k > 1,
' ( ... , z_1) | 0 < x,...,,- 1 1; k-i < X1 + -+ X _1 k},
14
and
We call A, "half-open" because it is basically the normal hypersimplex with the
"lower" facet removed. From the definitions, it is clear that the volume formula and
triangulations of the usual hypersimplex Ak,n also work for the half-open hyper-
simplex A",, and it is nice that for fixed n, the half-open hypersimplices A,, for
k = 1,.. .,n -1, form a disjoint union of the hypercube [0, 1]"1. Rom the following
formula for the h*-polynomial of the half-open hypersimplices, we can compute the
h*-polynomial of the usual hypersimplices inductively. Also, we can compute its
Ehrhart polynomial.
For a permutation w, we call i an excedance of w if w(i) > i (a reversed excedance
if w(i) < i). We denote by exc(w) the number of excedances of w. The main
theorems of the paper are the following.
Theorem 1.1.2. The h*-polynomial of the half-open hypersimplex An is given by,
E tde*(w).
exc(w)=k-1
We prove this theorem first by a generating function method (in Section 2) and
second by a geometric method, i.e., giving a shellable triangulation of the hypersim-
plex (in Sections 3, 4 and 5).
We can define a different shelling order on the triangulation of A, and get an-
other expression of its h*-polynomial using descents and a new permutation statistic
called cover (see its definition in Lemma 2.3.5).
Theorem 1.1.3. The h*-polynomial of Ak, is
tcover(w).
des(w)=k-1
Combine Theorem 1.1.3 with Theorem 1.1.2, we have the equal distribution of
(exc, des) and (des, cover):
Corollary 1.1.4.
des(w)Xcover(w) _ exc(w)Xdes(w)
Finally, we study the generalized hypersimplex Ak,, (Section 7). This polytope
is related to algebras of Veronese type. For example, it is known [DH] that every
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algebra of Veronese type coincides with the Ehrhart ring of a polytope Aka. We can
extend this second shelling to the generalized hypersimplex A' (defined in (2.4.1)),
and express its h*-polynomial in terms of a colored version of descents and covers
(see Theorem 2.4.3).
1.2 Edge polytopes
A simple graph is a graph with no loops and no multiple edges. Let G be a fi-
nite connected simple graph with vertex set [d] = {1, ... , d} and edge set E(G) =
{e 1,... , en}. Let ej be the i-th unit coordinate vector of the euclidean space Rd. If
e = (i, j) is an edge of G, then we set p(e) = ej + ej E Rd. The edge polytope PG
of G is the convex hull of {p(e1),..., p(en)} in Rd. The basics of edge polytopes
are [OHnormal], [OHregular], [OHkoszul], [OHquadratic] and [OHcompressed]. The
present paper discusses the decompositions of edge polytopes into integral polytopes
via hyperplanes.
Recall that a convex polytope is integral if all of its vertices have integral coordi-
nates. Let 9P denote the boundary of a polytope P. We say that PG is decomposable
if there exists a hyperplane W of Rd with W n (PG \ OPG) $ 0 such that each of
the convex polytopes PG n ?(+) and PG n ?&) is integral. Here ?(+) and ?&) are
the closed half-spaces of Rd with (+) n W) = X. Such a hyperplane W is called
a separating hyperplane of PG. Lemma 3.1.8 shows that each of the subpolytopes
PG n ?(+) and PG n i&) is again an edge polytope.
Determining which edge polytopes are decomposable is a fundamental problem.
In Corollary 3.1.7, we see that a necessary condition for the decomposability of PG
is that G possesses at least one cycle of length 4. We also provide Algorithm 3.1.15,
which determines the decomposability of an edge polytope.
An easy case to study is the complete multipartite graph. Theorem 3.1.10 states
that the edge polytope of a complete multipartite graph is decomposable if and only
if it possesses a cycle of length 4. Moreover, we count the number of separating
hyperplanes for such PG in Proposition 3.2.4.
The normality of edge polytopes is studied in [OHnormal] and [SVV]. It is
known [OHnormal, Corollary 2.3] that an edge polytope PG is normal if and only if
G satisfies the so-called "odd cycle condition" ([FHM]). This combinatorial criterion
for normality enables us to show that if an edge polytope PG is decomposable into
PG+ and PG-, then PG is normal if and only if both PG+ and PG- are normal
(Theorem 3.3.1).
In the theory of toric ideals ([Stu]), special attention has been given to toric
ideals generated by quadratic binomials. In [OHquadratic] a combinatorial criterion
for the toric ideal IG of the edge polytope PG to be generated by quadratic binomials
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is obtained. Suppose that an edge polytope PG is decomposable into PG+ and PG--
We conclude this paper by showing that IG is generated by quadratic binomials if
both IG+ and IG- are generated by quadratic binomials (Theorem 3.4.3) and that
the converse does not hold.
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Chapter 2
h*-vector of half-open
hypersimplices
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Shellable triangulation and the h*-polynomial
Let F be a triangulation of an n-dimensional polytope ', and let a1, ... , a, be an
ordering of the simplices (maximal faces) of F. We call (a1,..., a,) a shelling of F
[Sta2], if for each 2 < i < s, ai n (a1 U ... U ai_1 ) is a union of facets ((n - 1)-
dimensional faces) of a1 . For example, (ignore the letters A, B, and C for now) F1
is a shelling, while any order starting with F 2 cannot be a shelling.
Ci 2 a2  a1
F1 : , F2 :
An equivalent condition (see e.g., [Sta3j) for a shelling is that every simplex has
a unique minimal non-face, where by a "non-face", we mean a face that has not
appeared in previous simplices. For example, for a 2 E F1 , the vertex A is its unique
minimal non-face, while for a 2 E F 2 , both B and C are minimal and have not
appeared before a 2. We call a triangulation with a shelling a shellable triangulation.
Given a shellable triangulation F and a simplex a E F, define the shelling number
of a (denoted by #(a)) to be the number of facets shared by a and some simplex
preceding a in the shelling order. For example, in F1 , we have
#(ai) = 0, #(a 2) = 1, #(a 3 ) = 1, #(a 4 ) = 2.
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The benefit of having a shelling order for Theorem 1.1.2 comes from the following
result.
Theorem 2.1.1 ([Sta2] Shelling and Ehrhart polynomial). Let IF be a unimodular
shellable triangulation of an n-dimensional polytope P. Then
Zi(pr)tr = ( t#(a))(1 - (n+1.
r>O aEr
To be self-contained, we include a short proof here.
Proof. Given a shellable triangulation, we get a partition of P: for any simplex a, let
a' C a be obtained from a by removing the facets that a shares with the simplices
preceding it in the shelling order. The fact that r is shellable will guarantee that
this is a well-defined partition, i.e., there is no overlap and no missing area. So we
can sum over all the parts to compute i(P, r) (the number of integer points of rP).
If F is a d-dimensional simplex, then
Zi(F, r)tr 1
r>O
Since the triangulation is unimodular, a is an n-dimensional simplex. Let k := #(a).
Since a' is obtained from a by removing k simplices of dimension n - 1 from a, the
inclusion-exclusion formula implies that
i(a', r -'' = (1 - k)-(n+_ ( iji (1 - =(1- )n+1-
r>O i-)0
For example, IF in the previous example gives us a partition as shown above,
and we have
1 1 1 _ t
Zi(a, r)tr = ) i(a 2 , r)t
r>O(1 t)3' (1 t)3 (I _ )2 (I _ t)3)
and
Zi(a',r)tr 1 -2 1 t
r>O 4 (1 - t)3 (1 - t)2 (I_ t) (I _ t)3
2.1.2 Excedances and descents
Let w E 6,. Define its standard representation of cycle notation to be a cycle
notation of w such that the first element in each cycle is its largest element and the
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cycles are ordered with their largest elements increasing. We define the cycle type
of w to be the composition of n: C(w) = (c 1 ,..., Ck) where ci is the length of the
ith cycle in its standard representation. The Foata map F: w -+ lb maps w to Tb
obtained from w by removing parentheses from the standard representation of w.
For example, consider a permutation w: [5] - [5] given by w(1) = 5, w(2) = 1,
w(3) = 4, w(4) = 3 and w(5) = 2 or in one line notation w = 51432. Its standard
representation of cycle notation is (43)(521), so ? = 43521. The inverse Foata map
F- 1 : ib -* w allows us to go back from zb to w as follows: first insert a left parenthesis
before every left-to-right maximum and then close each cycle by inserting a right
parenthesis accordingly. In the example, the left-to-right maximums of tb = 43521
are 4 and 5, so we get back (43)(521). Based on the Foata map, we have the following
result for the equal distribution of excedances and descents.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Excedances and descents). The number of permutations in On
with k excedances equals the number of permutations in 6n with k descents.
Proof. First notice that we can change a permutation with k excedances u to a
permutation w with k reverse excedances and vice versa by applying a reverse map:
first reverse the letters by changing u(i) to n + 1 - u(i), then reverse the positions
by defining n + 1 - u(i) to be w(n + 1 - i). This way, i is an excedance of u if and
only if n + 1 - i is a reverse excedance of w. Then the hard part is the connection
between descents and reverse excedances, which will involve the Foata map.
Let i be a permutation with k descents {(14ii), t(±1+1)), .. ., (7b(ik), 7b(ik+1))}
with 76(is) > 7b(is + 1) for s = 1,.. . , k. We want to find its preimage w in the above
map. After inserting parentheses in tb, each pair (7b(i,), i(is + 1)) lies in the same
cycle. So in w, we have w(tb (is)) = tD(i, + 1) < tb(is), therefore, zi(is) is a reverse
excedance of w. We also have that each reverse excedance of w corresponds to a
descent in ib by the definition of the Foata map. This finishes the proof. l
For example, to change a permutation with three excedances to a permutation
with three descents, first
45251 > 55415reverse)54,43251 ' 23415- ) 514327
position
changes an excedance in position i to a reverse excedance in position 6 - i, and then
standard representation remove parentheses 43 521,51432 (43) (521) 4 2
of cycle structure
changes a reverse excedance in position i to a descent with the first letter i. The
above two maps are both reversible.
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2.1.3 Triangulation of the hypersimplex
We start form a unimodular triangulation {t,, w E 6,} of the hypercube, where
tw = {(y1,..., y) E [0, 1]' |0 < ywn < yw, < - - - Ywm}.
It is easy to see that tw has the following n + 1 vertices: vo = (0, ... , 0), and
vi = (y1, ... ,Yn) given by yw, = - = YW_ = 0 and yw,_+, =- = yw, = 1. It
is clear that vi+1 = vi + e W_ . Now define the following map (p ([Stal],[LP]) that
maps t, to sW, sending (yi,. .. yn) to (xi,.. . zXn), where
= fyi - yi-1, if (w 1); > (w-1)_1,(
1 + yi - Yi-1, if (w-1 )i < (W-1)i_1,
where we set yo = 0. For each point (X1,... , X) E sw, set Xn+1 = k + 1 - (xi + - +
Xz). Since vi+1 and vi only differ in yw 1 , by (2.1.1), y(vi) and W(vi+1) only differ
in XW-j and ze +1. More explicitly, we have
Lemma 2.1.3. Denote Wn-i by r. For W(vi), we have xxr+1 = 01 and for p(vi+1),
we have xx,+1 = 10. In other words, from W(vi) to W(vi+1), we move a 1 from the
(r + 1)th coordinate forward by one coordinate.
Proof. First, we want to show that for so(vi), we have Xr = 0 and Xr+1 = 1. We need
to look at the segment Yr-YrYr+1, of vi. We know that Yr = 0, so there are four cases
for y1YrY,+1: 000, 001, 100, 101. If yr-yryr+1 = 000 for vi, then Yr-lYrYr+1 = 010
for vi+1. Therefore, w-11 < w-1 > w+ 1 . Then by (2.1.1), we have XrXr+1 = 01.
Similarly, we can check in the other three cases that XrXr+1 = 01 for p(vi).
Similarly, we can check the four cases for y,_1yryr+1: 010, 011, 110, 111 in W(vi+i)
and get XrXr+1 = 10 in all cases. El
Let des(w- 1) = k. It follows from Lemma 2.1.3 that the sum of the coordinates
=1xi for each vertex W(vi) of s,, is either k or k + 1. So we have the triangulation
[Stal] of the hypersimplex Ak+1,n+1: rk+1,n+1 = {sm I w E 6n, des(w- 1) = k}.
Now we consider a graph Gk+1,n+1 on the set of simplices in the triangulation
of Ak+1,n+1. There is an edge between two simplices s and t if and only if they are
adjacent (they share a common facet). We can represent each vertex of Gk+1,n+1 by
a permutation and describe each edge of Gk+1,n+1 in terms of permutations [LP].
We call this new graph rk+1,n+1. It is clear that rk+1,n+1 is isomorphic to Gk+1,n+1-
Proposition 2.1.4 ([LP, Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 7.1]). The graph Fk+1,n+1 can
be described as follows: its vertices are permutations u = U1... un E s, with
des(u-1) = k. There is an edge between u and v, if and only if one of the fol-
lowing two holds:
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1. (type one edge) ui - ui+1 # ±1 for some i E {1, . .. ,n - 1}, and v is obtained
from u by exchanging u, ui+1 .
2. (type two edge) u, # 1, n, and v is obtained from u by moving un to the front
of u1, i.e., v = unu1 ... un-1 or this holds with u and v switched.
Example 2.1.5. Here is the graph F3,5 for A'3,5-
3 4
2 1 2 43
34 132
F3,5 :-, a1 Oz131r2
4 13 41
. -42 < 43 12-
In the above graph, the edge a between u = 2413 and v = 4213 is a type one edge with
i = 1, since 4 - 2 $ k1 and one is obtained from the other by switching 2 and 4; the
edge 3 between u = 4312 and v = 2431 is a type two edge, since u 4 = 2 # 1,4 and
v = u4u 1u 2u3 . The dotted line attached to a simplex s indicates that s is adjacent to
some simplex t in A 2,5 . Since we are considering the half-open hypersimplices, the
common facet s n t is removed from s.
2.2 Proof of Theorem 1.1.2
2.2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1.2 by generating functions
Here is a proof of this theorem using generating functions.
Proof. Suppose we can show that
'3 Ai(A'k+1 ,n+1 , r)unsktr - tdes(o)sexc(a) -t)+
1
. (2.2.1)
r>O k>O n>O n>O aEn
By considering the coefficient of unsk in (2.2.1), we have
Ei (Ak+ 1,n+11, r) r = t( - )(n+ 1) E tdes(w),
r>O wE En
exc(w)=k
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which implies Theorem 1.1.2. By the following equation due to Foata and Han [FH,
Equation (1.15)],
E E t des(a) exc(1) 
+
n>O EE~n(1 - t)n+1
1-S
Etr
r>O
we only need to show that
Z Z i(A'k+1 ,n+ 1 , r)unsk -
k>O n>O (1- U)r+l(1
By the definition of the half-open hypersimplex, we have, for any r E Z>0 ,
r'k+1,n+1= {(Xi, .. . , X) 10 < X1 , .. . , Xn r, rk + 1 < X1 + - -+ X < (k + 1)r},
if k > 0, and for k = 0,
,n+ (1, - - - , n) 0 ,..., r,0 - - - r}.
So
r) = ([kr+1] + + [X(k+1)r) (1 xk~l~n~1 
-Xz
if k > 0, and when k = 0, we have
~+1 ,1r) = ([x- Xr+1)ni~d1,,1, ) =([0] + [2] + - - - + [z']) .X
1 (2.2.2)
(2.2.3)
Notice that the case of k = 0 is different from k > 0 and (A',n+1, r)
evaluating k = 0 in (2.2.2) plus an extra term [xO] (1-p+ . Since
of Xk of a function f(x) equals the constant term of f, we have
is obtained by
the coefficient
([Xkr+1] + -.. + [X(k+1)r]) Xr+l n1-X )
X 0xo X 
r+ 1 ) n
1-X
= [ 'kr] xr+)1- X (-kr-1 + - -. 
+ (k+1)r kr
kr (I-Xr)(1-Xr+l)n
(1 - X)n+lXr
24
1-s
- Ug)-r _ S(1 -u)
(X-kr-1 ±
(1 - U),r+1I(1 - US)~-r - S (1 - U)'I
-. - -
-(k+1)r)
So we have, for k > 0,
n>O -n>O (1 ) X)- zr
[ (kr] - Z) (1 X r+1) 
) n
= [Xkr]
z' - 1
Xr (U - UXr+l - 1 + X)
For k = 0, based on the difference between (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) observed above, we
have:
Zx (1 - z)(1 -r+l)n Un
n>O (1 - X)n+1Xr n>O ( - r+1 n1 -X
z(-r 1 )
=yX ](U+l ))±
E E Z'GM'+1,n+1 , r)unsk -
k>O n>O
z'r~ - 1 ±)S)(E]kr (u - Xr+ 1 / 
k>0 r( -~rl I X
Let y = z'. We have
A+,n+, r)Unsk - E [kr y 1 k +
k>0
Expand Y-a-1+) in powers of x, we have
y- 1
y(u - uxy - 1 + X)
y-1 1
y u- 1-(uXy - X)
y-
y(u-l1)
y
y(l- u)
1
1 - ui>O
25
n
n>O
So
u n
1
1 -u
1
+1~
k>O n>O
1u
1,n+17
Since we only want the coefficient of x such that r divides i, we get
(1 y)
1 - U
1
-y
Y( - U)
1 - y)
y(1 - U)
1
1 - ( -__',_
(1 - U)r
(1 - U)r - (1 - Uy)rXr
(1 - u)r-1(1 - y)
y(1 - U)r - y2 (1 - yU)r
So
Z Z i(Ak+ 1,n+ 1 , r)unsn =
k>O n>O (zs 1-k](1 i1 - - yU)r
To remove all negative powers of y, we do the following expansion
(1 - U)r-y(1 - y)r
y(1 - U)r - y2(i _ yU)r
1- y 1
(1 _ I) - y(lyU)r
(1-u)r
yis-(1 - uy)ri
(1( - u)ri+1
y (1 - uy)ri'
(1 - U)ri+l
1 1
y-1 + nonnegative powers of y.
Notice that _'yO skyk] (1 - 1(1-v), is obtained by taking the sum of nonnegative
powers of y in y(1-)r-1Yy), and replacing y by s. So
k k (I - U)r 1 ( - y)
y( - U)r - 2 I- yU)r
(1 - U)r-1(1 
- s)
S(1 - U)r - S2 (1 - SU)r
i(A' 1 ,+ 1 , r)unsnk
k>O n>O S(1 - U)r - S
2(1 - SU)r
1 - s
1 1
~s(1-_ ) 1-_u
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1 - y
y(1 - U) E
1
± U
k
k>O
Therefore,
1
s(1 - u)
(1 - U)r+1 (1 - US) -r - S (1 - U)*
2.2.2 Proof of Theorem 1.1.2 by a shellable triangulation
We want to show that the h*-polynomial of A' +i,n+1 s
tdes(w).t
wE En
exc(w)=k
Compare this to Theorem 2.1.1: if A'k+1,n+1 has a shellable unimodular triangulation
Pk+1,n+1, then its h*-polynomial is
E t#(a).
We will define a shellable unimodular triangulation 1 k+1,n+1 for Ak+1 ,n+ 1, label each
simplex a E rk+1,nl+1 by a permutation wa E 6n with exc(wa) = k. Then show that
#(a) = des(wa).
We start from the triangulation ]Pk+1,n+1 studied in Section 3.3. By Theo-
rem 2.1.4, each simplex is labeled by a permutation u E G. with des(u- 1) = k.
Based on the Foata map defined in Section 3.2, after the following maps, the ver-
tices of Sk+1,nl+1 are permutations in 6n with k excedances:
rev -1 F-1 rev
Fk+1,n+1 _4 Rk+1,n+1 4 Pk+1,n+1 ) Qk+1,n+1 -+> Sk+1,n+1, (2.2.4)
where the map F-1 : Pk+1,n+1 -+ Qk+1,n+1 sending ib to w is the inverse of the Foata
map and the map "rev" is the reverse map we defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1.2,
reversing both the letters and positions of a permutation.
Example 2.2.1. For an example of the above map from r3,5 to S3 ,5 , consider u =
3241. It is in 173,5 since u-1 = 4213 has exactly two descents. Applying the above
map to u, we have
3241 - 4132 - 2431 F- 4213 - 2431,
where 2431 has 2 excedances.
Apply the above maps to vertices of j'k+1,n+1, we call the new graph Sk+1,n+1-
We will define the shelling order on the simplices in the triangulation by orienting
each edge in the graph Sk+l,n+1. If we orient an edge (u, v) such that the arrow
points to u, then in the shelling, let the simplex labeled by u be after the simplex
labeled by v. We can orient each edge of Sk+1,n+1 (see Definition 2.2.7) such that
the directed graph is acyclic (Corollary 2.2.18). This digraph therefore defines a
partial order on the simplices of the triangulation. We will prove that any linear
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extension of this partial order gives a shelling order (Theorem 2.2.21). Given any
linear extension obtained from the digraph, the shelling number of each simplex is
the number of incoming edges. Let we, be the permutation in Sk+1,n+1 corresponding
to the simplex a. Then we can show that for each simplex, its number of incoming
edges equals des(we,) (Theorem 2.2.12).
Example 2.2.2. Here is the graph S3,5 for A3,5 with each edge oriented according
to Definition 2.2.7.
.,. 2431 2 43., .
324k1 . . 342
.r412 312,
- -3421 2413-*
For example, the vertex labeled by 3412 with des(3412) = 1 has one incoming edge.
Another example, consider the vertex labeled by 3142. It has two incoming edges
(including the dotted edge), which is the same as its number of descents. So we can
see that it is crucial here that we are looking at the half-open hypersimplex instead
of the usual hypersimplex.
In the following three subsections, we will first define how we orient each edge
in Sk+1,n+1 and each vertex has the correct number of incoming edges, then we will
show that the digraph is acyclic, and finally, any linear extension gives a shelling.
Correct shelling number
We need a closer look of each graph Rk+1,n+1, Pk+1,n+1, Qk+1,n+1 obtained in the
process of getting Sk+1,n+1 from rk+1,n+1. First, from the description of ]k+1,n+1
(Proposition 2.1.4) and the maps in (2.2.4):
Rk+1,n+1: its vertices are u E 6n with des(u- 1 ) = k. There are two types of
edges:
1 type one edge is the same as in P;
2 u and v has a type two edge if and only if ui = 1, n, and v is obtained
from u by moving u1 to the end of Un, i.e., V = u 2 .. . unu; or switch the
role of u and v.
Pk+1,n+1: its vertices are u E 6, with des(u) = k. There are two types of
edges:
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1 (u, v) is a type one edge if and only if the numbers i and i +1 are not next
to each other in u, and v is obtained from u by exchanging the numbers
i and i + 1. We label this edge ej.
2 (u, v) is a type two edge if and only iful 1 I and un : 1, and vi = uj - 1
(mod n) for i = 1,.. ,n (we denote this by v = u-I (mod n)), or switch
the role of u and v. We label this edge eo.
Example 2.2.3. Here are the graphs R 3 ,5 and P3,5 for A',5-
1 2 1 2
41 2 24 24 1 2 4
P3, 43 14 -1 34 1 14
IF3,5 - R3,5 : 33, 2e.4 32 3
21 ,43 '-23
.. 2 1 321- - -42 <24 12_.
In the graph R 3,5 above, the edge labeled a is of type one switching 1 and 3; and
i is of type two, with u = 3421 and v = u 2U3 U4 u 1 = 4213. In the above graph
P3 ,5 , the edge e3 is an edge of type one between u = 4132 and 3142 switching 3
and 4 since they are not next to each other; and the edge e1 between u = 4312 and
v = 3241 = u - I (mod 4) is of type two.
Definition 2.2.4. Let w E 6n. Define its descent set to be Des(w) = {i E [n - 1]
wi > wi+1} its leading descent set to be the actual numbers on these positions,
LdDes(w) = {w i E Des(w)}.
For w E Pk+1,n+1, since des(w) = k, we have Des(w) = {i1,...,ik}. By the
description of edges in Pk+1,n+1, we have the following relation of Des and LdDes
for an edge in Pk+1,n+1:
Lemma 2.2.5. Let v be a vertex in Pk+1,n+1.
1. Define u by v = u-I (mod n). There are three cases depending on the position
of the letter n in v:
(a) if vi = n, then Des(u) = Des(v)\{ 11, thus u E Pk,n+1;
(b) if vn = n, then Des(u) = Des(v) U {n - 1} and u E Pk+2,n+1;
(c) if vi = n with i 74 1, n, then Des(u) = Des(v) U {i - 1}\{i} and u E
Pk+1,n+1 -
2. Let ei = (u,v) be a type one edge in Pk+1,n+1. Then we have Des(u) = Des(v).
In this case, we also compare LdDes(u) and LdDes(v):
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(a) if i, i + 1 E LdDes(u) or i, i + 1 V LdDes(u), we have LdDes(u) =
LdDes(v);
(b) otherwise, if i E LdDes(u) and i + 1 V LdDes(u), we have LdDes(v) =
LdDes(u) U {i + 1}\{i}.
Now consider the map from Pk+1,n+1 to Sk+1,n+1. Notice that this map is the
same as defined in Theorem 2.1.2. Therefore, we have
Corollary 2.2.6. Vertices in Qk+1,n+1 are permutations w E E, with k reverse
excedances (i such that wi < i), and vertices in Sk+1,n+1 are permutation v E 6,
with exc(v) = k. Moreover, the reverse excedances set in w E Qk+1,n+1, denoted by
Rexc(w) = {i I wi < i} is the same as LdDes(7b), where tb = F(w) E Pk+1,n+1- So
part 2 of Lemma 2.2.5 for LdDes(tb) also apply for Rexc(w).
For w E Q, decompose [n - 1] by A. U Bw U C. (disjoint union), where
Am ={i E [n - 11 i ( Rexc(w), i + 1 E Rexc(w)}, (2.2.5)
B. ={i E [n - 1] | i + 1 V Rexc(w), i E Rexc(w)}, and (2.2.6)
Cw ={i E [n - 1] | i, i + 1 V Rexc(w) or i, i + 1 E Rexc(w)}. (2.2.7)
For example, consider v = 54i263879, where the dotted positions are in Rexc(v).
Then Av = {2, 5,7}, B = {4, 8,6} and C, = {1, 3}.
For an edge (u, v) E Qk+1,n+1, we label it ei according to the labeling of the
corresponding edge ei = (f2, ) E Pk+1,n+1. Then we orient each edge in Qk+1,n+1 in
the following way:
Definition 2.2.7. Let ei = (u, v) be an edge in Qk+1,n+1-
1. For type one edge (i $ 0),
(a) if Rexc(u) $ Rexc(v), then define u -+ v if and only if i E Rexc(v) (this
implies i V Rexc(u) by Lemma 2.2.5 part 2(b));
(b) if Rexc(u) = Rexc(v), then define u -+ v if and only if vi > vi+1 (this
implies ui < ui+1 by Corollary 2.2.15).
2. For type two edge (i = 0), define u -+ v if and only if f) = 6 - 1 (mod n),
where (6, i) is the corresponding edge in Pk+1,n+1-
Based on the above definition and the Foata map, we have the following descrip-
tion of incoming edges for v E Qk+1,n+1-
Lemma 2.2.8. Let v be a vertex in Qk+1,n+1. Then
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1. v has an incoming type one edge (ei with i # 0) if and only if one of the
following two holds:
(a) i E Bv;
(b) i E Cv n Des(v).
2. v has an incoming type two edge (eo) if and only if vn # n.
Proof. 1. First, by Definition 2.2.7, and Lemma 2.2.5, it is clear that if there
exists an edge ej with i # 0, u -+ v for some u E Qk+1,n+1, then v satisfies
one of conditions (a) and (b). On the other hand, we need to show that, if (a)
or (b) is true for v, then there exists an edge ej = (u, v) E Qk+1,n+1. Then,
by Definition 2.2.7, the edge will be oriented as u -+ v. In fact, consider the
corresponding permutation f E Pk+1,n+1- From the description of Pk+1,n+1, V
has a type one edge ej if and only if i and i +1 are not next to each other in 'b.
But with a careful look at the inverse Foata map, we can see that if (a) or (b)
is true for v, then neither the case b = ... i(i + 1)... nor b = i)i...
can be true.
2. Let nt = b + 1 (mod n) in Pk+1,n+1. If des(f) = des(i)), then we have ft
Pk+1,n+1, SO V^ has a type two edge, and this edge points to v by Definition
2.2.7. If des(ni) = des(3) - 1, then b still has an incoming edge ei, since
we are considering the half-open hypersimplex and this edge indicates that
the common facet u n v is removed from v. Then by Lemma 2.2.5, part 1,
des(ft) < des(ib) if and only if case (b) does not happen, i.e., bn # n in P. This
is equivalent to Vn # n in Qk+1,n+1 by the inverse Foata map. l
Definition 2.2.9. Let I, J C [n - 1]. Define a big block of Qk+1,n+1 to be b1 =
{W 6 Qk+1,n+1 I Des(tb) = I}, where zb = F(w) E Pk+1,n+1. Define a small block
si,1= {w E b1 | Rexc(w) = J}. We say the small block s1,j is smaller than si',jf if
1) I < I' or 2) I = I' and J > J'.
For two different sets I, I' C [n - 1] with I = {i < ... < ik} and I' = {i' <
---< i'f} we define I < I' if 1) k < f or 2) k = f and 45 < i'. for all j=1, . . ., k.
Then by Lemma 2.2.5 and Lemma 2.2.8, we have
Corollary 2.2.10. For an edge ej = u -+ v E Qk+1,n+1 with u E si,j and v E sI,j',
1. if i = 0, then I' > I;
2. ifi # 0 andi EB,, then I=I' andJ' < J;
3. if i 5 0 and i E C, then I = I' and J = J'.
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Example 2.2.11. Here is an example of Definition 2.2.7, Lemma 2.2.8 and Corol-
lary 2.2.10, with a type one edge drawn in Q3,5 and a type two (eo) in P3 ,5 for
3 ,5 -
1 2 1 3
e0 e14 1 2 4 2 42 3 e2 4
34 1 eo e0  14 41 2 2403 2 -
4 322 e-0 2 1 + : 2 2 1L
3~ 4 e- el e2 e2
.... 423' e0  12 .... 4
It is clear from the graph P3 ,5 that b E P3 ,5 has an incoming eo if and only if
f 4 : 4, which is equivalent to v4 # 4 in Q3,5. Consider v = 4321 E Q3,5. It has
Rexc(v) = {3,4}. Since v 4 5 4, it has an incoming eo edge (shown in P3 ,s); since v
with i = 1,3 satisfies condition b) in Lemma 2.2.8, there are two incoming edges e1
and e3 of type two, and these are all the incoming edges of v.
Consider the edge eo = u -+ v E Q3,5 whose corresponding edge in P3 ,5 is between
n = 4312 and i = 3241. We have I = Des(ni) = {1, 2} and I' = Des(b) = {1, 3},
with I' > I. Consider the edge e2 = U - v E Q3,5 with u = 3412 and v = 214,
where the dotted positions are in Rexc. Since 2 E B, we have J = Rexc(u) = {3,4}
and J' = Rexc(v) = {2,4} with J > J'. Finally, consider e1 = U -+ v E Q3,s with
u = 342i and v = 431. Since 1 e Cv, we have Rexc(u) = {3,4} = Rexc(v).
With the orientation of Qk+1,n+1 by Definition 2.2.7, we have
Theorem 2.2.12. For each vertex v E Qk+1,n+1, the number of its incoming edges
equals des(v).
Proof. First, notice that if i E B, then i ( Des(v); and if j E A, then j E Des(v).
So Des(v) = A, U (Cv n Des(v)). Now we will define a bijection between the set
Des(v) and the set of incoming edges of v as listed in Lemma 2.2.8. First notice that
i E Des(v) n Cv corresponds to an incoming edge ej described in case (b) of Lemma
2.2.8. Then we need to match Av with the set of incoming edges in Lemma 2.2.8,
part 1 (a) and part 2. There are two cases:
1. If v = n, by Lemma 2.2.8, v does not have a type two incoming edge. Then
we have a bijection between the sets A, and Bv by matching i E A to min{j E
B I j > i}. For example, v = 541263879 where the dotted positions are in
Rexc(v). Then Av = {2, 5, 7} is in bijection with Bv = {4,8, 6}. This gives
us the desired bijection since the set of i's such that ej is a type one incoming
edge of case 1 (a) is exactly B,.
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2. If v,, # n, A, has one element more than B, since the largest number in A,
does not have image in B,. But since in this case, v has a type two incoming
edge by Lemma 2.2.8, the extra descent can be taken care by this incoming
edge.
Acyclicity
We want to show that the digraph defined in the previous subsection gives a shelling
order. First, we need to show that any linear extension of the above ordering is well
defined, i.e., there is no cycle in the directed graph Sk+1,nl+1 (equivalently, Qk+1,n+1
is acyclic). In this section, we restrict to the connected component of a small block
of Qk+1,n+1, i.e., the subgraph of Qk+1,n+1 consisting of permutations with the same
Rexc, or equivalently, the subgraph of Pk+1,n+1 consisting of permutations with the
same LdDes. By Lemma 2.2.5 and Lemma 2.2.8, ej = (u, v) E Qk+1,n+1 with u and
v in the same small block if and only i E C, where C,, is defined in (2.2.7). We
want to show that there is no directed cycle in each small block of Qk+1,n+1-
For a permutation w, let ti(w) be the permutation obtained by switching letters
i and i + 1 in w, and si(w) be the permutation obtained by switching letters in
positions i and i + 1. Now consider ej = (u, v) E Qk+1,n+1 and the corresponding
edge (fl, f) E P. By definition of Pk+1,n+1, we have fl = tib. Then in Qk+1,n+1, we
have:
Lemma 2.2.13. Let ej = (u, v) E Qk+1,n+1 and i E Cu. Then
(si(v), C(u) # C(v)
tisi(v), C(u) = C(v) '
where C(w) stands for the cycle type of w defined in Section 1.3.
Proof. In Pk+,n+l, we have n = ... i... (i + 1)... and f = ... (i + 1)...i.... By
the inverse Foata map and the condition that u and v are in the same small block,
i.e., LdDes(u) = LdDes(v), we can see that the only case when C(u) # C(v) is
u = ... (i...)((i + 1)...)... and v = ... ((i + 1)...i...)... (in standard cycle
notation). Then the conclusion follows from the inverse Foata map. O
Example 2.2.14. Consider u = 4321 E Q3,5 with standard cycle notation u =
(32)(41) in Example 2.2.11. For e3 = (u, v) with v = 4312 = (4231), since C(u) #
C(v), we have u = s3 (v). For ei = (u, v') with v' = 3412 = (31)(42), since C(u) =
C(v), we have u = t3 s3 (v), i.e., u is obtained from v' by switching 3 and 4, which is
4312, and then switching v' and vi, which is 4321 = u.
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For a permutation w, define its inversion set to be inv(w) = {(wi, wy) | i <
j, wi > wj} and denote # inv(w) by i(w). By Lemma 2.2.13, we have
Corollary 2.2.15. For ei = (u, v) E Qk+1,n+1 with i E Des(u) and i E Cs, we have
i 0 Des(v) and i(v) < i(u).
Now consider a sequence of edges E in a small block of Qk+1,n+1: U +- - -- V.
By Corollary 2.2.15, we have i(v) < i(u). In order to show that there is no cycle
in each small block, we find an invariant that strictly decreases along any directed
path. We define the E-inversion set to be
invE(w) = {(Wi, Wg) E inv(w) | {ei, ... , eg _1} c E} (2.2.8)
and claim that iE(w) = # invE(w) is such an invariance (Lemma 2.2.17).
Example 2.2.16. For w = 361452798 and E = {ej I i E {2, 3, 5}}, we first cut w
into blocks (indicated by lines):
w = 3614 52 7 9 8,
with the property that each block can be permutated arbitrarily by {si I i E {2, 3, 5}}.
Then inv E(W) = {(6, 1), (6, 4), (5, 2)}, i.e., (wi, wj) E inv(w) with wi, wg in the same
block. This is the same as in (2.2.8).
Here are three extremal examples. If E = {ei | i E [n - 1]}, then invE(w) =
inv(w) for all w E n. If E = {ei} and ei = u +- v E Q, then iE(u) = 1 and
iE(V) = 0. If E = {ei | i E I c [n - 1]} and i ( Des(w) for all i E I, then
iE(w) = 0. This is the situation in Lemma 2.2.17.
Lemma 2.2.17. Let u <- - - - +- v be a sequence of edges in a small block of Qk+1,n+1
with edge set E. Then iE(V) <iE(U).
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.13 and Lemma 2.2.8, Part 1, we have iE(V) 5 iE(U). Suppose
we have iE(V) = iE(U). We will show that no edge can belong to E. First, we show
that en_ 1 cannot be in E. Let w be any permutation in the above path from v to
u. If n - 1 0 C, then certainly en- 1 0 E. Suppose n - 1 E C.. Let 'i = tn_1(t)
in P. Notice that we always have C(w') 74 C(w). Then by Lemma 2.2.13, we have
w' = si(w), and thus iE(W) < iE(W)- So en- 1 V E.
Now consider u. Notice that the last cycle of u in its standard cycle notation
must start with n. Let the cycle be (n a1 a2 ... ak). We claim that e,,, E. First,
for u, since un = a1 and en_ 1 V E, all pairs (ui, un) are not in invE(u) by definition
of invE in (2.2.8). Let fl' = tai (U) in P. Independent of the fact that C(u) = C(u'),
we have iE(U) < iE(U). Now consider any w appearing in the path from v to u.
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Suppose all edges before w are not ea. Then we still have w, = a1 . Let tb' = ta, (b).
Then again consider both cases C(w) = C(w') or not, by Lemma 2.2.13, we have
iE(W') < E(W). Therefore, eai 0 E.
With the same argument, we can show that ea2 V E, ... , ek E. Then we can
move to the previous cycle, until we have ej 0 E for all i E [n - 1].
Corollary 2.2.18. Qk+1,n+1 is acyclic.
Proof. First it is not hard to see that there is no cycle that involves vertices in
different small blocks, since both big blocks and small blocks have the structure
of a poset, and edges between two small/big blocks all have the same direction.
Therefore, if Qk+1,n+1 has a cycle, it has to be within a small block.
Suppose there is a directed cycle within a small block with edge set E. Consider
some w in the cycle and let wi = W2 = w in Lemma 2.2.17, we will have iE(W) <
iE(w), a contradiction.
Shellable triangulation
In this section, we will show that any linear extension of the ordering of the simplices
in Qk+1,n+1 is shellable. We will prove this by showing that each simplex has a unique
minimal nonface (see Section 3.1).
Let us first assign a face F to each simplex. Each incoming edge a 4 ai defines
a unique vertex Mi of a that a has but a1 does not have. Then let F = {Mi} be
given by all the incoming edges of a. We want to show that F is the unique minimal
nonface of a. First, let us assume F is a nonface, i.e., it has not appeared before a
in a given order of simplices. We can see that F is the unique minimal nonface, i.e.,
any proper subface of F has appeared before. In fact, let Mi be a vertex in F but
not in F' c F. Then we have F' C ai since ai has every vertex of a except for Mi.
In the rest of this section, we will show that F is a nonface. To show this, let
QF be the (connected) component of Qk+1,n+1 consisting of all simplices containing
F. Then it suffices to show that a is the only source of QF, and any other simplices
are reachable by a, i.e., there exists a directed path from a to that simplex. We will
first show this within each small block and then connect different small blocks.
Let QF,s be a (connected) component Of Qk+1,n+1 consisting of all simplices in a
small block s containing F. In Section 5, we define a "vertex expression" for each
simplex in A. Let the vertex expression of two simplices be a = M1... Mn+1 and
# = Mj... M'+1. Assume a and # are connected by an edge ej. Then by Corollary
2.2.24, a and # differs only by the (i+ 1)th vertex, i.e., Mi+1 $ Mi+1 and M = Mj
for all j # i + 1. Then it follows that there exists an edge set E for QF,s, such that
QF,s is closed under this edge set: if 3 is connected to a by an edge e E E and
a E QF,, then # E QF,s. In fact, let a E QF,s and say the vertices of F are in the
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positions J C [n] of a. Then we have E = {ej I i V J, i E C, for any u E s}.
To show the nonface property for each small block (Corollary 2.2.20), we need the
following lemma about the Foata map.
Lemma 2.2.19. Let I c {1, 2, ... , n - 1}. For a permutation w E 6n, consider the
set E(w) of all the permutations obtained by applying any sequence of ti, (i E I) to
W, i.e.,
E(w) = {u = ti, ... ti,(w) I ij E I for some k}.
Then there exists a unique u E E(w) such that F- 1 (u) has ascents in I.
Proof. We can describe an algorithm to determine this u uniquely. First, notice that
the group generated by ti, (i E I) is a subset of the symmetric group Sn, and has
the form Sa, X Sa2 X ... X Sa, where a = (a1, a2 , ... , ak) is a composition of n. For
example, if n = 9, and I = {2, 3, 5, 7, 8}, then a = (1, 3, 2, 3). A composition in k
parts divides the numbers 1, 2,... , n into k parts, and numbers in each region can
be permuted freely by ti, (i E I).
Now in the given w, replace numbers in each region by a letter and order the
letters by the linear order of the regions. In the previous example, replace {1},
{2,3,4}, {5,6} and {7,8,9} by a, b, c, d respectively and we have the order a < b <
c < d. For example, if w = 253496187, then we get a word bcbbdcadd.
Next, add parentheses to the word in front of each left-to-right maximum, as in
the inverse Foata map. For bcbbdcadd, we have (b) (cbb) (dcadd). Notice that we do
not have parentheses before the second and third d. No matter how we standardize
this word, the cycles we get will be a refinement of the cycles for the word.
Now comes the most important part. We want to standardize the word in a
way such that v = F- 1 (w) is increasing in all positions of I. To do this, we look
at a letter in the word and compare it to the next word it goes to in the cycle
notation. For example, consider the b's in (bi)(cb2 b3 )(dcadd). Vb, = bi E {2, 3,4},
og = b 3 E {2, 3, 4} and vo,, E {5, 6}. Since v > vb, and Vb 2 , to keep v increasing in
positions {2, 3, 4}, we have b3 > b1 and b 2 , so b3 = 4. Now continue to compare b1
and b2 . Since v = b3 > Vb = bi, we have b1 < b2 , and thus bi = 2, b2 = 3. Notice
that if there are no periodic cycles, then we can always choose a unique way to
standardize the letters to a permutation with the required property. For a periodic
cycle, there is still a unique way to standardize them, which is to standardize each
letter in the cycle increasingly. For example, for (baba), (3142) is the unique way.
This completes the algorithm and proof. E
Corollary 2.2.20 (small block shelling). For any face F c A', if QF,s = 0, then
QF,s has only one source and any other simplices are reachable by that source.
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Proof. Let E be the edge set corresponding to QF,s. By Lemma 2.2.8 part 1 (b), if
a is a source in QF,s, then iE(a) = 0. First, by Lemma 2.2.17, we know that there
exists at least one such source. In fact, let a E QF,s. If iE(a) : 0, then by Lemma
2.2.8 part 1 (b), we can keep going along the incoming edges of QF,s. And since
there is no cycle within the small block and there are only finitely many simplices
in QF,s, we will reach a source.
Now by Lemma 2.2.19, there is at most one source for QF,s. Then the proposition
is proved since the above "tracing back along arrows" will guarantee that each
simplex in QF,s is reachable by that unique source. E
Theorem 2.2.21. Any linear extension of the above defined ordering between adja-
cent simplices will give a shelling order for the half-open hypersimplex.
Proof. It suffices to show that for each face F in A', QF has only one source and
any other simplices are reachable by that source. First by Proposition 2.2.26, QF
starts with a unique minimal connected small block. By Lemma 2.2.8, 1(b) and 2,
each simplex in A' has an incoming edge from a simplex in a smaller small block.
Therefore, the source aF in the unique minimal small block of QF is the unique
source of QF, and each simplex in QF is reachable from aF via the unique source in
each QF,s.
2.2.3 Vertex expression for simplices in the triangulation
Let zi = x1 + - + xi, we have an equivalent definition for Ak+1,n+1:
Ak+,n+l = (z, .. ., zn) 10 <_z, z2 - z, .. .,z - z_1 < 1; k < zn < k + 1},
In this new coordinate system, the triangulation of Ak+1,n+1 is called the alcoved
triangulation [LP].
Now all the integral points will be vertices of some simplex in the triangulation.
Denote the set of all the integral points in Ak+1,n+1 by Vk+1,n+1 = ' n Ak+1,n+I
. Now we define a partial order on Vk+1,n+1 (we will drop the indices from now on).
For M = (m 1,...,mn), N = (m',. m') E V, we define M > N if and only if
mi > m' for i = 1,...,n. If M = N + ei, where ej is the vector with 1 in the ith
position and 0 elsewhere, then label this edge in the Hasse diagram by n + 1 - i.
We still call the Hasse diagram of this poset on Vk+1,n+1 by Vk+1,n+1 itself. Here is
an example of V3,5 -
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(1,12,13, 3) A2(223
(1222(1, 1, 2, 3)
(1, 2, 2, 2) (1 1,2,331 \
(1, 1,2 2 (0,71, 2,3)
(1,1, 1,2) 2 (0,71,2, 2)
(0, 1, 1,2)
L (0, 0, 1, 2)
Lemma 2.2.22. n + 1 points of Vk+1,n+1 form a simplex in the triangulation of
Ak+1,n+1 if and only if these points form an n-chain in the poset V and the labels
of edges are distinct. Moveover, vertex expressions with the same starting letter will
also have the same ending letter.
For example, HFCBA is a simplex in A3 ,5 , since the labels along the path form
a permutation 4132.
Proof. Starting with a point in V3,5 , for example H = (0,1,2,2), we need to add
one to each coordinate, in order to get a simplex. And it always end up with
A = (1, 2, 3, 3). 0
For each simplex, we define its vertex expression to be the expression formed by
its n + 1 vertices (from small to large in the poset Vk+1,n+1). For example, HFCBA
is a vertex expression.
We denote the set of all such simplices in their vertex expressions by Lk+1,n+1, and
denote the corresponding permutations read from the paths of Vk+1,n+1 by R'k+1 ,n+1-
Since two simplices are adjacent if and only if their vertices differ by one vertex,
we can add a graph structure on Lk+1,n+1 (and thus on Rk+1,n+): we connect two
simplices if and only if their vertex expressions differ by one vertex. For example,
from L3,5 , we get R' 5 by reading the labels of the corresponding paths in V3,5 :
HD BA 1 2
HF F A IH Cf 41 2 2 4
HIJEJ L iH D 3 39 14
L3,5 :IFB /+R'.5 : 24, 1
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Notice that in V3,5, since the vertices E, F, H, G, I, L have z4 = 2, they lie on
the lower facet of A3,5 . Therefore, we have a dotted line attached to each of the
simplices IHFEB, LIHFC, LIGFC and IGFEB, indicating that these simplices
have a lower facet removed.
We have the following connections between the vertex expressions (graph Lk+1,n+1
and R'k,n) and the graphs Rk+1,n+1 (and Pk+1,n+1, Qk+1,n+1) we studied in Sec-
tion 3. For example, compare R' above with R3,5 in Section 3.
Proposition 2.2.23. Rk+ln+= Rk+1,n+1-
Proof. Since the permutations r E Rk+1,n+1 are {r E 6n I des(r- 1) = k}, we first
need to show that the permutations in R'+l,n+ have the same property. For a
simplex a, let M 1 ... Mn+1 be its vertex expression, with M 1 = (mi,... , m) and
Mayl = (m', ... , mn) = M1 + En I ej. Let r' = a1 a2 ... an be the permutation in
Rk+l,ng+ corresponding to this simplex a. Then we have Mi+l = Mi + en+-.
Because of the restriction that k < zn < k + 1 and 0 < zi < 1 for both Mi and
Mn+1, we have mi = 0 and mn, = k. By the other restrictions that 0 < zig - zi < 1,
we need to go up by 1 k times from mi to mn. So there exists a set I C [n] with
#I = k, such that mi l = mi + 1, for each i E I, and mgnl = m for j E [n]\I. To
keep the above restrictions for each Mi, i = 1, ... , n, we need to add ej before ei+1
for i E I, and add ej before ej+1 for j E [n]\I. Then by the way we defined r', we
have Des(r'- 1 ) = n + 1 - I and thus des(r,'-) = #1 = k.
Now we want to show that the edges in the graph R'+ni are the same as in
Rk+1,n+1. Since each edge in Lk+1,n+1 corresponds to a vertex-exchange, there are
two types of edges in Lk+1,n+1.
First, exchange a vertex in the middle without touching the other vertices. An
edge in Lk+1,n+1 changing the ith vertex with i # 1 and i 4 n + 1 corresponds to
an edge in R'+,ng exchanging the (i - 1)th and the ith letters of the permutation
r' E Rkk,ngl. By the restrictions 0 < zj+1 - zj < 1, we can make such a change if
and only r'_1 and rf are not consecutive numbers. Therefore, this edge is the type
one edge in Rk+1,nl+1.
Second, remove the first vertex and attach to the end another vertex. This
edge in Lk+1,fl+1 corresponds to the edge in R+ikn+ changing r' = a1 a2 ... an to
s' = a2 - - -ana1. We claim that we can make such a change if and only if ai # 1 and
ai f n. In fact, if ai = n, then for the second vertex of the simplex corresponding
to r', we have zi = 1. Since the vertex expression of s' is obtained from that of r'
by removing the first vertex of r' and attaching to the end another vertex, the first
vertex of s' is the same as the second vertex of r'. So for the first vertex of s', we
have zi = 1, but then we cannot add ei to s' any more, since we require 0 < zi < 1;
if ai = 1, then z. = k + 1 for the first vertex of the simplex corresponding to s', so
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we cannot add en to s' any more, since we require k < z_ < k + 1. Therefore, this
edge is the type two edge in Rk+1,n+1.
Corollary 2.2.24. 1. Two simplices are in the same big block if and only if the
first vertices in their vertex expression (Lk+1,n+1) is the same. This implies
that their last vertices are also the same.
2. Two simplices only differ by the (i + 1)th vertex in the vertex expression, if
and only if they are connected by an edge ej.
For J C [n], we call ej a backward move if i E J and i + 1 V J; and call it a
forward move if i V J and i + 1 E J. Let t E sl,j for some I c [n]. When we apply
ej to t, we get a simplex in a smaller small block if ej is a backward move and in
a bigger small block if ej is a forward move. We call both backward and forward
moves movable edges.
For any face F in Ak+1,n+1, consider the subgraph of Qk+1,n+1 with all simplices
containing F, denoted by QF, and its restriction to a small block s, denoted by QF,s.
Lemma 2.2.25. For any connected small block s, QFs is connected. In particular,
QF,syio is connected, where Jo = {n - k + 1, . . . , n}.
Proof. For any two simplices ti, t 2 E QFs, let t1 = M1... Mn+1 and t 2 = N1 ... Nn+1
be their vertex expressions. Since s is connected, there exists a path from t 1 to t 2
without any movable edges. So Mi = N; for all movable edges ej. On the other
hand, there exists a path from ti to t 2 using only edges eg where Mj # Nj, this path
is in QF. Since j is not those movable edges, this path is also in s, and thus ti to t 2
is connected by a path in QFs.
We only need to show that sj,jo is connected, then by the first statement, QF,syjo
is connected.
For any fixed big block I, each permutation w E Pk+ln+1 is obtained by a set
partition of [n - k] and J0 according to I, since I = Des(w) and Jo = LdDes(w).
For example, for n = 9, k = 4 and I = {1,2,5,6}, each w E P is obtained as
follows. We first choose two from Jo = {6, 7,8, 9} to be w 1w 2 and the other two to
be w 5w 6 . Within each of the two 2-blocks, numbers need to be decreasing. Then
choose two from {1, 2,3,4, 5} to be w3 w 4 and the other three to be w7 w8 W9 . Within
each block, numbers need to be increasing. Then it is-not hard to see that any two
such permutations can be obtained from each other without using an en-k-edge, so
s,jo is connected. E
Proposition 2.2.26. QF starts with a unique minimal connected small block.
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Proof. Suppose not. Let ti E sI,J, t 2 E sj,y in two disconnected minimal small
blocks in QF. Write them in vertex expression, we have ti = M1... Mn+1 and
t2 = N1 ... Nn+1 -
If I $ I' and they are incomparable, then there exists another simplex t E bju
in QF with I" < I' and I" < I. In fact, looking at the poset Vk+1,n+1, both ti,t 2
are some n + 1-chains in Vk+1,n+1, their common vertices contain F, and they have
different ending points Mn+1, Nn+1. Let E E ti nt 2 be the maximal element of ti n t 2
in V, and let t be the chain ending at E and passing through t1 n t 2 . Then t has
the desired property. So t 1 , t 2 are not in minimal small blocks.
Now we assume I = I'. If J = J', then by Lemma 2.2.25, J # J0 , so J has
a backward move. We can show that there exists a backward move i of J such
that Mi : N;. First, it is easy to see that there exists a movable edge ej such that
Mi = Ni, otherwise sj,j is connected. Then by symmetry, it is impossible that all
of these movable edges are forward moves. Then let t be the simplex obtained from
ti by an ej move. Since Mi 5 Ni, we have Mi V F. Therefore, t E QF and t is in a
smaller small block, which contradicts the assumption that sI,J is a minimal small
block in QF.
Now assume J $ J' and they are incomparable. By Lemma 2.2.5 (part two),
we need to apply a sequence of moves to get from sI,j to sj,j,. Since J, J' are
incomparable, there exists a backward move for J, which is a necessary move from
s,j to sI,j'. It follows that there exists such a move ej with Mi = Ni. Then we can
apply this move to ti and get a smaller small block in QF than sj,j.
R
2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1.3: second shelling
We want to show that the h*-polynomial of A'+ 1,n 1 is also given by
tcover(w),
wE G~n
des(w)=k
we will define cover in a minute. Compare this to Theorem 2.1.1: if A'+ 1 ,n+1 has a
shellable unimodular triangulation l'k+1,n+1, then its h*-polynomial is
Similar to Theorem 1.1.2, we will define shellable unimodular triangulation for
A'k+1,n+1, but this shelling is different from the one we use for Theorem 1.1.2. Label
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each simplex a E Pk+1,n+1 by a permutation w, E 6n with des(wa) = k. Then show
that #(a) = cover(wa).
We start from the graph Fk+1,n+1 studied in Section 3.3. Define a graph Mk+1,n+1
such that v E V(Mk+1,n+1) if and only if v-1 E V(k+1,n+1) and (u, v) E E(Mk+l,n+l)
if and only if (u- 1, v- 1) E E(Fk+l,n+l). By Proposition 2.1.4, we have
V(Mk+l,n+l) = {w E (5 I des(w) = k},
and (w, u) E E(Mk+1,n+l) if and only if w and u are related in one of the following
ways:
1. type one: exchanging the letters i and i+ 1 if these two letters are not adjacent
in w and u
2. type two: one is obtained by subtracting 1 from each letter of the other (1
becomes n - 1).
Now we want to orient the edges of Mk+1,n+1 to make it a digraph. Consider e =
(*u) E E(Mk+1,n+1)-
1. if e is of type one, and i is before i + 1 in w, i.e., inv(w) = inv(u) - 1, then
orient the edge as w -- u.
2. if edge (w, u) is of type two, and v is obtained by subtracting 1 from each
letter of u (1 becomes n - 1), then orient the edge as w +- u.
Example 2.3.1. Here is the directed graph M 3,5 for A'3, 5:
3 4
423 24
43 2 1432
13
Lemma 2.3.2. There is no cycle in the directed graph Mk+l,n+l-
Proof. Let us call the subgraph of Mk+1,n+1 connected by only type one edges a
component. Then there is no cycle involving type two edges since they all point
in the same direction from one component to another. Then there is no cycle
involving only type one edges either, since the number of inversions decreases along
the directed path of type one edges. I
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Therefore, Mk+1,nl+1 defines a poset on V(Mk+,nl+1) and Mk+1,n+1 is the Hasse
diagraph of the poset, which we still denote as Mk+1,n+1. This poset can be seen as
a variation of the poset of the weak Bruhat order.
For an element in the poset Mk+1,n+1, the larger its rank is, the further its
corresponding simplex is from the origin. More precisely, notice that each v =
(Xi,. .. , zn) E Vk+1,n+1 = Ak+1,n+1 n Z" has lvI = E= k or k + 1. For
u E Mk+1,n+1, by which we mean u E V(Mk+l,n+l), define
AU = #{v is a vertex of the simplex su-i I |vl = k + 1}.
Proposition 2.3.3. Let w > u in the above poset Mk+1,n+1. Then A,, > Au.
This proposition follows from the following lemma and the definition of the two
types of directed edges.
Lemma 2.3.4. Au = un.
Proof. Let w = u- 1 and use the notations in section 2. Vertices of s, are p(vj) for
i = 0, ... ,n. Since vo = (0,. .. ,0), by (2.1.1), ko(vo)| = k, so Xn+1 = 1 for p(vo).
By Lemma 2.1.3, from W(Vnun) to W(Vn-un+1), XnX,,+1 is changed from 01 to 10.
Moreover Xn+1 = 1, thus |p(vi)I = E" zy = k for i = 0,...,n - un, and Xn+1 = 0,
thus I|(vi)l = k + 1 for i = n - un +1,.. ,n. Therefore, there are un vertices with
|W(vi)i = k + 1, thus Au = un. 0
We define cover of a permutation w E Mk+1,n+1 to be the number of permutations
v E Mk+,n+1 it covers, i.e., the number of incoming edges of w in the graph Mk+1,n+1-
From the above definition, we have the following, (in the half-open setting):
Lemma 2.3.5. 1. If wi = 1, then cover(w) = #{i E [n - 1] + ( 1); ± 1 <
(W-1)i+1};
2. if wi # 1, then cover(w) = #{i E [n - 1| (w 1 )i + 1 < (w1 )i+ 1 } + 1.
Proof. The elements in {i E [n - 1] | (w- 1 ); + 1 < (w')i+1 } correspond to the type
one edges pointing to w. So we need to show that w has an incoming type two edge
in the graph for 'An if and only if wi : 1. Let u be the permutation obtained by
subtracting one from each letter of w (1 becomes n - 1).
1. If wi 4 1 and Wn_1 5 1, then des(u) = des(w), SO U E Mk,n.
2. If wn1 = 1, then des(u) = des(w) - 1, so u E Mkl,n. Since we are considering
the half-open setting, this incoming edge is still in A'k,n. This corresponds to
the waved edges in the above example of A'.
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3. If wi = 1, then des(u) = des(w) + 1, so this edge is not in A' E
Recall the graph Rk+1,n+1 defined in Section 4 is obtained by
-1 %1rev
Mk+1,n+1 ) [k+1,n+1 Rk+1,n+1-
By Proposition 2.2.23, Rk+1,n+1 is also obtained from the n-chain expression of
each simplex in Ak+1,n+1. We can describe the same orientation of edges (u, w) in
Rk+1,n+1 with n-chain expression u = L < -... < Ln+1 and w = I1 <- < In+1:
1. type one edge ej: if ui < uj+1, then u +- w. We have Lj+1  1i+j with
rank(Li+1) = rank(Ii+1) in the poset V and Lj = Ij for all j # i+1. ui < uj+1
if and only if the vector Li+1 = (z 1, ... , zn) < I+1 = (z', ... , z') in dominance
order, i.e., z. + -+ zn- > z' + + z' , for all e. Note that by definition,
we have zn 2 zn_1 > - - zi and z' > z'_ 1  - - z.
2. type two edge: if W = U2 - - -unui, then w +- u. This corresponds to the case
w = L 2 < ... < Ln+ < L1 in the poset Vk+1,n+1-
With the above ordering on the n-chain expressions of simplices in Ak+1,n+1, we
can prove the following:
Proposition 2.3.6. Any linear extension of the above ordering gives a shelling order
on the triangulation of A'k+ 1 ,n+1
Proof. We want to show that for any linear extension of the order in Mk+1,n+1, every
simplex has a unique minimal nonface (see definitions in Section 2.3).
For each simplex a E Ak+1,n+1, assign to it a face F c a in the following way.
Each incoming edge a - ai defines a unique vertex Li of a that a has but ai does
not have. Then let F = {Lj} be given by all the incoming edges of a. We want to
show that F is the unique minimal face of a and it has never appeared before in
any linear extension of the ordering given by the directed graph.
First, assume F has never appeared before, then it is clear that F is the unique
minimal face, i.e., any proper subface of F has appeared before. In fact, let Li be a
vertex in F but not in F' C F. Then we have F' C ai since a has every vertex of
a except for Li.
Now we will show that F has never appeared before a in any linear extension,
i.e., for any other # which also has F, there exists a directed path from a to #. It
suffices to show the following: for any face F C Ak+1,n+1, the component MF of
simplices containing F has a unique source, and any other simplex is reachable from
that source (there exists a directed path from a to #).
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In MF, let us first consider the subgraph of simplices starting with the same
letter, say A, denoted by MFA. We want to prove that MFA has a unique source,
and any other simplex is reachable from that source. By the description of edges
in Mk+1,n+1, simplices in MFA are connected by type one edges. For any edge ej
H = Hi ... Hn+1 -+ W = W1... W+ 1 , we have i # 0, n, Hj+1 = Wi+1 and H = W
for all j # i + 1. Now let F U {A, B} = {F1 < F2 - -. < F} ordered as in the poset
Vk+1,fl+1. It is clear that all simplices MFA are (n + 1)-chain in the interval [A, B],
where B = A + Z'i ej passing through F 1, ... , Ft. Now order the letters of the
same rank in each of the intervals [Fi, F+ 1 ] by dominance order. We claim that the
unique source is the chain obtained by choosing the dominant maximal element in
each rank. First, notice that in the interval [Fi, Fi+1], if rank(Ai) = rank(A 2)+1 = k
and both A 1 and A 2 are maximal in dominance order compared to other element
in [F, F+ 1 ] with ranks k and k - 1 respectively, then we have A1 > A 2. So the
dominant maximal elements in each rank of [F, F+ 1 ] and F U {A, B} form a chain.
Moreover, for any other chain in MFA, we can apply a simple move to change one
vertex to a larger element in dominant order until we reach the chain with dominant
maximal in each rank. Then the reachability also follows.
Now consider the whole MF. We claim that the ending point of the source is the
maximal element in F, denoted by Fh. Any chain # not ending with Fh ends with
some letter larger than Fh in the poset Vk+1,nl+1, then by moving down steps, there
exists a simplex -y E MFFh, where Fh = Fh - 1 ej such that there is a directed
path from -y to #. We know that MFF, has its unique source a, which connects to y
by a directed path towards -y. Thus we have a directed path from a to # via y. E
It is clear that the shelling number of the simplex corresponding to w is cover(w).
Then by Theorem 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.3.6, we have a proof of Theorem 1.1.3.
Combine the above with Theorem 1.1.2, we have an indirect proof of Corollary 1.1.4.
We want a direct combinatorial proof, which will give another proof of Theorem
1.1.2, and help us find a colored version of excedance by Theorem 2.4.3 in the next
section.
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2.4 Generalized half-open hypersimplex
2.4.1 The h*-polynomial for generalized half-open hyper-
simplex
We want to extend Theorem 1.1.3 to the hyperbox B = [0, a1] x ... x [0, an]. Write
a = (ai, ... , ad) and define the generalized half-open hypersimplex as
'k ={(X1,...,X) I 0< xi < ai;k- 1 <X1 +.--X- + k}. (2.4.1)
Note that the above polytope is a multi-hypersimplex studied in [LP]. For a non-
negative integral vector # = (bi, .. . , b, ), let Cf3 = # + [0, 1]" be the cube translated
from the unit cube by the vector #. We call # the color of C6.
We extend the triangulation of the unit cube to B by translation and assign to
each simplex in B a colored permutation
w,8 E 6a = {w E 5, I bi < aii = 1, . .. ,n}.
Let F = {zx = 01 n [0, 1]" for i = 1, .. ., n. Define the exposed facets for the sim-
plex su-1 in [0, 1]n, with u E M, to be Expose(u) = {i I su-1 n F is a facet of s,-1}.
We can compute Expose(u) explicitly as follows
Lemma 2.4.1. Set uo = 0. Then Expose(u) = {i E [n] I uj_1  1 = ui}.
Proof. Denote u- 1 = w. Let p(vi), i = 0, ... ,n be the vertices of s,. Then i E
Expose(u) if and only if x = 0 for n vertices of sw. By the description of vertices of
sw in Lemma 2.1.3, from p(vn-u) to p(Vn-uj+1), we change xixj+1 from 01 to 10; and
from p(Vnu_ 1 ) to (on_ u_1+1) we change xz_ 1 xj from 01 to 10. If uj 1 + 1 = ui,
we have Vn-ui_1 = vn-u,+1. Then 1 will pass through xi quickly and thus xi = 1 for
only one vertex W(vn-ui+1) of sm. Otherwise, xi = 1 for more than one vertex. 2
Now we want to extend the shelling on the unit cube to the larger rectangle. In
this extension, F will be removed from Cp if bi 4 0. Therefore, for the simplex sw,,
we will remove the facet F n sw, for each i E Expose(w) n {i I bi # 0} as well as the
cover(wp) facets for neighbors within C9. We call this set Expose(w) n {i | bi = 01
the colored exposed facet (cef), denoted by cef(wp), for each colored permutation
wp = (w,#0).
Based on the above extended shelling, with some modifications of Proposition
2.3.6, we can show that the above order is a shelling order. We show the idea of the
proof by the following example.
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Example 2.4.2. Consider A',, for c = (1, 2,2) and k = 3. In z-coordinates, where
zi =x1 + --- +xi, we have
3,{1,2,2} = {A(0, 0, 2), B(0, 1, 2), C(1, 1, 2), F(0, 2, 2), G(1, 2, 2),
D(0, 1, 3), E(1, 1, 3), H(0, 2,3), 1(1, 2, 3), L(1, 3,3)}.
Drawing them in the poset as described in Section 5, we have the following poset
on the left. The simplices in the triangulation of Ak,, are 3-chains of V 3,{1,2 ,21 with
distinct labels along the chain. We draw these 3-chains on the right with an edge
between each pair of adjacent simplices.
If two simplices are in the same cube, then we orient the edges as in Section 3.
If not, then the arrow points to the one whose permutation has fewer descents. With
this extension, we can still compare two simplices that only differ by the (i + 1)th
vertices Li+1 and Ii+1 by comparing Li+1 and Ii+1 in the dominance order. So the
proof of Proposition 2.3.6 holds for ALk,c, too.
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Then, by Theorem 2.1.1 and the fact that the shelling number for wp is cover(w,6)+
cef(wfl), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4.3. The h*-polynomial for A' is
YZ tcover(wo)+cef(wo)
des(w)+|#J=k-1
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Example 2.4.4. Consider n = 5, k = 5 and a = (1, 2,2,4). We want to compute
the h*-polynomial of A"(1 2 2 4 ) by Theorem 2.4.3, where the sum is over all (w, /)
withw E5 4 , O= (b1,...,b 4 ) withb 1 =0, 0 <b 2 <2, O<b 3 <2, 0<b 4 <4 and
des(w) +1# = 4.
1. If des(w) = 0, we have w = 1234, and the color 3 with 101 = 4 is one of
(0, 0, 1, 3), (0, 1, 0, 3) and (0, 1, 1, 2).
Table 2.1: des(w) = 0
w cover(w) Expose(w) cef(w(o,o,1, 3)) cef(w(o,1,o, 3)) cef(w(o,1,1, 2))
1234 0 {1,2,3,4} 2 2 3
From Table 1, we have Zde(w)=O 114 tcover(we)+cef(we) = 2t 2 ± 3 .
2. If des(w) = 1, the color/ #with 1|# = 3 is one of (0, 0, 0, 3), (0, 0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 0, 2)
and (0, 1, 1, 1). From Table 2, we have Zdes(w)=1,81=3 tcover(w,)+cef(we) = 5t +
Table 2.2: des(w) = 1
w cover(w) Expose(w) cef(w(o,o,o, 3)) cef(w(o,o,1, 2)) cef(w(o,1,o, 2)) cef(w(o,1,1,1))
1243 1 {1, 2} 0 0 1 1
1342 1 {1, 3} 0 1 0 1
1423 1 {1, 4} 1 1 1 1
2341 1 {2, 3} 0 1 1 2
3412 1 {2,4} 1 1 2 2
4123 1 {3,4} 1 2 1 2
1324 2 {1} 0 0 0 0
2314 2 {2} 0 0 1 1
3124 2 {3} 0 1 0 1
2134 2 {4} 1 1 1 1
2413 2 {} 0 0 0 0
26t 2 + 13t3 .
3. If des(w) = 2, the color # with 11 = 2 is one of (0,0,0,2), (0,0,1,1), (0,1,0,1)
and (0, 1, 1,0). From Table 3, we have des(w)=2,1 pl=2 tcover(wo)+cef(wo) = 9t +
31t 2 + 4t 3.
4. If des(w) = 3, we have w = 4321, and the color / with 131 = 1 is one of
(0, 1, 0,0), (0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 1). From Table 4, we have Edes(w)=3, i/=1 tcover(wo)+cef(wo)
3t.
To sum up, the h*-polynomial of A( 1 2 2 4 ) is 17t + 59t 2 + 18t 3.
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Table 2.3: des(w) = 2
w cover(w) Expose(w) cef (W(0,0,0,2)) cef (w(0,0,1,1)) cef (w(0,1,0,1)) cef (w(o,1,1,o))
1432 1 {1} 0 0 0 0
3421 1 {2} 0 0 1 1
4231 1 {3} 0 1 0 1
4312 1 {4} 1 1 1 0
2143 2 {} 0 0 0 0
2431 2 {} 0 0 0 0
3214 2 {} 0 0 0 0
3241 2 {} 0 0 0 0
4132 2 {} 0 0 0 0
4213 2 {} 0 0 0 0
3142 3 {} 0 0 0 0
Table 2.4: des(w) = 3
w cover (w) Expose(w) cef(w(0,1,0,0)) cef(w(o,o,1,o)) cef(w(0,0,0,1))
4321 1 {} 0 0 0
2.4.2 Some identities
Proposition 2.4.5. For any k E [n - 1], we have
1. #{w E 6n 1 exc(w) = k, des(w) = 1} = (k$1)-
2. {w E 6, 1 des(w) = k, cover(w) = 1} = {w E 6, 1 # Expose(w) = n - (k +
1)}.
3. #{w E 6n I des(w) = k, cover(w) = 1, Expose(w) = S} = 1, for any S c [n]
with |SI = n - (k + 1).
4. #{W E E,. I des(w) = k, cover(w) = 1} = 1
Proof. 1. Notice that if i is an exceedance and i + 1 is not, then i is a descent.
Since des(w) = 1, all exceedances are next to each other. Let i be the first
exceedance. Then it suffices to choose i < wi < wi+1 < ... < Wn-k+1 to
determine w.
2. Let io be the smallest i such that i 0 Expose(w). Notice that this i0 will cause
one cover. In fact, if io = 1, then i $ 1; if io > 1, then wi0 - 1 is before
wi0 and they are not adjacent. Since cover(w) = 1, after the i 0th position of
W , there is no j... (j + 1). Then it follows that for each i 0 Expose(w) with
i = io, i - 1 is a descent of w. On the other hand, if j E Expose(w), j - 1 is
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not a descent. Therefore, to make des(w) = k, we need k elements other than
io that are not in Expose(w).
3. Let S = {a1,..., ak+1}. It is easy to check that the only w satisfying the
condition is the following: wi ... w _1 = 1... (a1 - 1), wa > wa2 > ... >
Wak+1 and wj+1 = w +1 for j = a, a+1,...,aj+1 -2 if aj+1 - ai > 1 for
i = 1,2, ... , k + 1, where we set ak+1 = n + 1. For example, if S = {2, 3, 5, 7}
for n = 9, then w = 197856234.
4. Follows from (2) and (3). E
Proposition 2.4.6. For any 1 < i < n, we have
1. #{W E 6n I exc(w) = 1, des(w) = k}= (2+1
2. #{w E 6, I des(w) = 1, # Expose() =n - 2k or n + 1 - 2k} = 1
3. {w E E5, I des(w) = 1, # Expose(w) =n - 2k or n + 1 - 2k} c {w E 6,, 1
cover(w) = k}.
4. #{w E Er, des(w) = 1, cover(w) = k} = () + (2k1) = (n2+1)
Proof. 1. Let the unique exceedance be i and assume wi = j > i. First, we have
wt = f for 0 < i and 0 > j, also wj < 0 for i < f < j. Now notice that if
i < f E Des(w), then we must have wt = 0, otherwise, we cannot have Wh h
for all i < h < f. Then, we can show that a 2k-subset {i < i1 < ji + 1 <
i2 < j2 + 1 < -.. < ik-1 < jk-1 +1 < j+1} C [n + 1] corresponds to a
unique such permutation w in the following way: w., = s for it s < je, for all
1 < f < k -1 and then fill the gaps with the left numbers increasingly. We see
that Des(w) = {i,ji,j 2 , --- ,jk-1}. For example, consider {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9} for
n = 9. First we have wi = 1, w9 = 9; then we have W2 = 8, W3 = 3, w6 w7 = 67.
Finally we fill the positions W4 , W5 , W8 with the rest of the numbers 2,4, 5, and
get w = 183246759 with exc(w) = 1 and Des(w) = {2, 3, 7}. Conversely, it is
easy to define a unique 2k-subset as above for a given w.
2. Let [n] - Expose(w) = {i1, .. ., i}, where 0 = 2k - 1 or 2k. It is not very hard
to see that in order to make sure des(w) = 1, w has to be the following one.
Define wi = i for 1 < i < i 1 . Then let r = [J, define Bj= wi ... wi 1 1
for I < j r and Aj = wir+j....wir+j+ 1 for 1 < j 5 - r, where we
set ie+1 = n + 1. Then we put numbers i1 , + ± . ., n into the positions
A 1 B 1 A 2B 2 ... ArBr(Ar+1) alternatively. For example, Let [n] - Expose(w) =
{3, 4, 6, 8, 9} with n = 9. Then w = 125893467.
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3. It is clear from the construction in (2), that w has k covers.
4. Follows from (2) and (3). E
See the relations between cover and Exposed set shown in Tables 2 and 3 for an
example of the above two propositions.
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Chapter 3
Separating hyperplanes of edge
polytopes
3.1 Separating Hyperplanes and Decompositions
Let G be a finite connected simple graph with vertex set [d] = {1, ... , d} and edge
set E(G) = {e1, ... , e4}. Recall that the edge polytope PG of G is the convex hull
of {p(e1),... p(en)} in Rd, where p(e) = ej + eg E Rd if e = (i, j) is an edge of G
with ej the i-th unit coordinate vector. The vertices of the edge polytope PG of G
are p(ei), . . . , p(en), but not all edges of the form (p(ei), p(ej)) actually occur. For
i $ j, let co(ei, ej) be the convex hull of the pair {p(ej), p(ej)}. The edges of PG
will be a subset of these co(ei, ej).
To study edge polytopes, we must at least be able to identify the co(ei, eg) that
are actually edges of PG. For edges e = (i, j) and f = (k, f), call the pair of edges
(e, f) cycle-compatible with C if there exists a 4-cycle C in the subgraph of G induced
by {i, j, k, f} (in particular, this implies that e and f do not share any vertices).
Lemma 3.1.1 ([OHsimple]). Let e and f be edges of G with e 5 f. Then co(e, f)
is an edge of PG if and only if e and f are not cycle- compatible.
Example 3.1.2. Let Kd denote the complete graph on [d]. We compute the number
of edges of the edge polytope PK,. Let e and f be edges of G. If e n f = 0, then
e and f are cycle-compatible. Thus co(e, f) cannot be an edge of PKd. Hence we
want to count the 2-element subsets {e, f} of E(Kd) with e n f = 0, which is
d (d- 1) d2(d - 1)
2 2~
Question 3.1.3. Fix integers d > 2. What is the maximal number of possible edges
of PG, as G ranges among all finite connected simple graphs on [d]?
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The condition that PGg-(+) and PGn?(-) are integral is equivalent to having no
edge in PG intersecting W except possibly at the endpoints. This is, by Lemma 3.1.1,
equivalent to the the following 4-cycle condition:
Definition 3.1.4 (4-cycle condition). For any pair of edges e, f E E(G) such that
p(e) E (+)\W and p(f) E 7()\W-, e and f are cycle-compatible.
We can make a simplification of N:
Lemma 3.1.5. We can choose the hyperplane W in a decomposition to go through
the origin without changing the decomposition.
Proof. Suppose N C Rd is defined by
ax1+ -- + adxd = b,
with each aj, b E R. Let ' denote the hyperplane defined by the equation
(a1 - b/2)x1 + - - -+ (ad - b/2)xd = 0.
Since NW n PG lies in the hyperplane defined by the equation X1 + --- + Xd = 2, it
follows that N n PG = V n PG and the decomposition is not affected. Thus we may
assume that b = 0. E
We will always make the assumptions of Lemma 3.1.5 from now on. When we do,
assume that W(+) contains points (X1,... , xn) where E aix; > 0 and V4-) contains
points where >j aixi < 0.
We now introduce the function su : E(G) - {0, 1, -1} defined by setting
s-((i, j)) to be the sign of ai + ay, allowing 0. The function su enables us to call an
edge e "positive," "negative," or "zero," corresponding to whether the associated
vertex p(e) in PG is in NW\N, ?&)\W, or N, respectively. We will repeatly use
the following fact:
Corollary 3.1.6. For any positive edge e and negative edge f in a decomposition, e
and f must be cycle-compatible in a cycle (e, g, f, h), where g and h are zero edges.
Proof. The cycle-compatibility is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.1.1. This also
implies we cannot have a positive edge sharing a vertex with a negative edge, so since
the other two edges share a vertex with both e and f, they must be zero edges. E
Since the hyperplane N decomposes PG, we must have at least one positive edge
and at least one negative edge. Thus, we also have:
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Corollary 3.1.7. Suppose that PG is decomposable. Then G must possess at least
one cycle of length 4.
The following result tells us that being an edge polytope is hereditary under
decomposition:
Lemma 3.1.8. Let G be a finite connected simple graph on [d] and suppose that
PG C Rd is decomposable by X. Then each of the subpolytopes PG n R+) and
PG n -H(-) is again an edge polytope. More precisely, one has connected spanning
subgraphs G+ and G- with PGn 7 1()= PG+ PG n -) = PG-.
Proof. Let G+ and G_ be subgraphs of G with E(G+) = {e E E(G) : sH(e) > 0}
and E(G_) = {e E E(G) : sH(e) < 0}. Let PG+ be the subpolytope of PG which is
the convex hull of {p(e) : e E E(G+)} and let PG_ be the subpolytope of PG which
is the convex hull of {p(e) : e E E(G_)}. One can assume PG n = PG+ and
-G n =PG-
Since the dimension of each of the subpolytopes PG+ and PG_ coincides with
that of PG, it follows from [OHnormal, Proposition 1.3] that both subgraphs G+
and G_ must be connected spanning subgraphs of G, as desired. O
Example 3.1.9. An example of a decomposition of a graph G using the hyperplane
-x 1 +x 4 -x 5 +x 6 = 0. For edges (i, j) in G, a+aj is only nonzero for {i, j} = {1, 2}
or {3, 4}, with values -1 and 1 respectively. These correspond to the two non-zero
edges. We give two equivalent graphical representations of this decomposition, one
by showing G+ and G_ explicitly and one by marking the non-zero edges + or -.
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Theorem 3.1.10. The edge polytope PG of a complete multipartite graph G is de-
composable if and only if G possesses a cycle of length 4.
Proof. Recall that the complete multipartite graph G on [d] = V1 U ... U Vk, where
V1, ... , Vk are nonempty subsets of [d] with k > 1 and where Vi n V = 0 for i f j,
is the finite connected simple graph with E(G) = {(p, q) : p E V, q c Vi, i $ j}.
The "only if" part follows from Corollary 3.1.7. In order to prove "if" part,
we choose a cycle (i, j, k, f) of length 4 of G. Let e = (i, j) and f = (k, f). Let
h(x) = xi+ x - 1 and W C Rd be a hyperplane defined by h(x) = 0. We claim that
W is a separating hyperplane of PG. Since h(p(e)) > 0 and h(p(f)) < 0, one has
W n (PG \ dPG) # 0. Moreover, the two subpolytopes PG n ?I(+) and PG n ?&) are
nonempty.
Now, we must show that these two subpolytopes are integral polytopes. The only
positive edge is e, so it suffices to prove that if h(p(e')) < 0, where e' = (m, n) E
E(G), then there is a cycle C of length 4 on {i, j, m, n}. However, this is immediate
since G is a complete multipartite graph and we have {m,n} n {i,j} = 0 by the
definition of X. E
Example 3.1.11. The "only if' part of Theorem 3.1.10 does not hold for all graphs.
Let G be the following graph:
ei
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e2
Even though G possesses a cycle of length 4, the edge polytope PG is indecom-
posable.
If W were a separating hyperplane with equation C aizx = 0, since there is only
one 4-cycle and the two pairs of nonadjacent edges are symmetric, we may assume
without loss of generality that ei is positive and e2 is negative. Since any pair of
positive and negative edges must form a 4-cycle and there are no other 4-cycles, all
remaining ei must be zero edges. Therefore, we have
a2 + a3 = ai + a4 = ai + a5 = a2 + a5 = a2 + a6 = a3 + a6 = 0.
Thus ai = a 2 = a3 = -a 4 = -a 5 = -a 6 . In particular a3 + a4 = 0. However, since
p(e2) E V-) \ W, one has a3 + a4 5 0, a contradiction.
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We will now prove a result that allows us to normalize the coefficients used in
the hyperplane in a decomposition. Let the weight of a vertex i of G be ai and let
the signature of the edge (i, j) (or the corresponding vertex p((i, j)) in PG) be the
set of weights {ai, aj} and the weight be ai + a3 . An edge e has the sign function
sh(e) equal to the sign of the sum of the weights in its signature.
Proposition 3.1.12. Suppose we have a decomposition PG -P U P Then
for some fixed a, b with a +b > 0, every positive edge must have signature {a, b} and
every negative edge must have signature {-a, -b}. Furthermore, we can assume
that all weights take values in {0, 1, -1}.
Proof. Take a positive edge (i, j) and a negative edge (k, f), both of which must exist
since 7 decomposes PG. Lemma 3.1.1 and Definition 3.1.4 says that {i, i} fn {k, 0} =
0 and the two edges are cycle-compatible with some cycle C. Without loss of
generality, say C = (i, j, k, f). Since sw ((j, k)) = sh((fi)) = 0, one has a3 = -ak
and a, = -ai. So the claim holds true for one pair of edges with opposite sign.
However, we can say a lot more. Take any other positive or negative edge
e = (i', j') of G. By using Lemma 3.1.1 again, we can use a cycle of length 4
between e and either (i, j) or (k, f) (whichever one with the opposite sign as e) in
order to show {Ia' 1, Ia I} = {|ail, 1aI|}. Consequently, if q is a vertex belonging to
either a positive or negative edge, then aq can take at most two possible absolute
values.
Now, since G is connected, any other vertex is connected to one of those vertices
via a chain of zero edges. Note that if (k', f') is a zero edge, then lakwl = IatI. Thus
the other vertices cannot introduce any new absolute values, and one has at most
two absolute values among all ai's, as desired.
We now show that we can move the as without changing Pf and ?7 such
that there is at most one nonzero absolute value. If not, without loss of generality
only a and b exist as absolute values and a < b. Note that moving all ai taking
absolute value a to 0 does not change any of the signs of the edges and thus the
decomposition. So we can assume that besides possible O's, there is only one absolute
value b. We can then scale all vertices taking absolute value b to ±1 again without
changing the signs. 0
Proposition 3.1.12 allows us to restrict attention to hyperplanes of the following
form: we assign a "zero charge," "negative charge," or "positive charge" correspond-
ing to assigning the value of 0, -1, or 1 respectively to the weight ai. We can then
read the signs of the edges off the graph by just adding the charges at the two ends.
Example 3.1.13. We revisit Example 3.1.9. We can present the hyperplane -x 1 +
X4 - X 5 + X6 = 0 by assigning positive charges to {4, 6} and negative charges to{1, 5} and zero charges to the other vertices.
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Corollary 3.1.14. Suppose we have a decomposition of the edge polytope PG- Then
we can assume one of the following two cases for the vertices of G:
1. There are no vertices with weight 0.
2. There is at least one vertex with weight 0. Furthermore, the vertices with value
1 form an isolated set, as do the vertices with weight -1.
Proof. The partitioning is immediate from Proposition 3.1.12. Thus, it suffices to
prove the isolated set condition in the second case.
Since there is at least one vertex with weight 0 and G is connected, there must
be at least one edge of signature {0, a} where a 5 0. Without loss of generality,
assume we have a positive edge of signature {0, 1}. Then Proposition 3.1.12 gives
that all positive edges must then be of signature {0, 1} and all negative edges must
have signature {0, -1}. Thus, no edges of signatures {1, 1} or {-1, -1} can occur,
which is equivalent to saying that the 1-weighted vertices and the (-1)-weighted
vertices both form isolated sets. E
We call the two types of labelings from Corollary 3.1.14 type I and type II re-
spectively. Using these two types, we give an algorithm to check the decomposability
of an edge polytope PG from its graph:
Algorithm 3.1.15. We check for type I and type II decomposability separately.
(type I) Create an empty list F. For every pair of vertex-disjoint edges e_ and e+:
1. set the signatures of e_ and e+ to {-1, -1} and {1, 1} respectively by setting
the weights of relevant vertices.
2. try to set weights -1 and 1 to the other vertices one at a time, each time
setting the weight of a vertex adjacent to a vertex with weight already set,
until one of the following occurs:
(a) the weights of all vertices are set, in which case we have a decomposition;
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(b) If we have forced any edge e to be a positive or negative edge, check it
against every edge f with opposite sign. We cannot continue if one of
the following two things happen:
i. if e and f are not cycle-compatible (4-cycle condition)
ii. if (e, f) is in F (we have failed to assign opposite signs to these edges
in the past).
if one of these happens, add (e-, e+) to F and stop the search.
(type II) Create an empty list F. For every pair of vertex-disjoint edges e_ and e+:
1. set the signatures of e_ and e+ to {-1,0} and {1,0} respectively by setting
the weights of relevant vertices (we do 4 for-loops in this case, corresponding
to the 4 possible assignments of the weights).
2. try to set weights -1, 0, or 1 to the other vertices one at a time, each time
setting the weight of a vertex adjacent to a vertex already set with weight
-1 or 1 (note this means we always have at most 2 choices, since we cannot
put two l's adjacent to each other or two -1's adjacent to each other by
Corollary 3.1.14), until one of the following occurs:
(a) all vertices are set, in which case we have a decomposition;
(b) there are no non-set vertices adjacent to vertices set with -1 and 1, in
which case we may set all the unset vertices to weight 0 and obtain a
decomposition;
(c) we prune in a similar manner to the type I case (for every new weighted
edge, check if it is compatible with the existing edges of the other parity
via checking both the 4-cycle condition and F). If we cannot continue,
add (e_, e+) to F and stop the search.
Naively, Proposition 3.1.12 tells us we can check decomposability by iterating
over 3 cases. Algorithm 3.1.15 cuts the base of the exponent to 2 in each of the
two types. Though the result is still exponential in the worst possible cases (namely
very dense graphs), the pruning process should usually provide large optimizations.
Note that the checking of the compatibility conditions of edges with opposite parity
is not a bottleneck of the calculation, as in both types we can keep a precomputed
hash for all cycle-compatible edge pairs with a one-time 0(n') calculation, which
allows for virtually constant-time lookup for every edge pair.
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3.2 Counting Decompositions
Given a graph G, we may also be interested in counting the number of decomposi-
tions. Due to Proposition 3.1.12 and Lemma 3.1.5, we can assume the separating
hyperplane is of the form
'W : Ex - Ezy = 0. (3.2.1)
iEI jEJ
Usually, it is not true that two different hyperplanes of the form (3.2) will give
two different decompositions. For example, consider the four-cycle C 4 with vertices
1, 2, 3, 4. Then the hyperplanes x1 - X4 = 0, X2 - X3 = 0 and x1 + X 2 - X3 - X4 = 0
give us the same decomposition of Pc 4 . Notice that the first two hyperplanes are
of type II (with at least one zero coefficient), and the third hyperplane is of type I
(with no zero coefficient). If we restrict to type I hyperplanes, however, we will get
a unique decomposition.
Lemma 3.2.1. Two different type I hyperplanes of the form (3.2) will result in
different decompositions of the edge polytope.
Proof. Suppose two hyperplanes give the same decomposition PG = PG, U PG-.
Then the edges in Go = G+ n G_ are all zero, the edges in G+\Go are all positive,
and the edges in G_\Go are all negative. Since both hyperplances are of the form
(3.2) and type I, we have ai = a3 = 1 for the coefficients in the hyperplane for each
positive edge (i, j) and ak = a, = -1 for each negative edge (k, f). Then all the
other coefficients are uniquely determined. E
We now consider two special graphs, the complete graph Kd and the complete
multipartite graph. It can be seen that in both situations the separating hyper-
planes must be of type I, so the following two results gives the number of different
decompositions of the edge polytope (which is also the the number of separating
hyperplanes of the form (3.2)).
Proposition 3.2.2 ([HJ|). For the complete graph Kd, there are 2 d-1 - (d + 1)
decompositions.
Proof. Since we have at least one positive and at least one negative edge, there
exists i, j such that ai = 1 and aj = -1. Then we cannot have ak = 0 for any k
(equivalently, we have type I); otherwise, the edges (i, k) and (j, k) break the 4-cycle
condition. So then each decomposition is a choice of a set I c [d] such that I and
its complement both have at least 2 vertices (where we take ai = 1 if i E I and
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a? = -1 otherwise). Therefore, the number of choices is
+I d 2 d2-1 - (d + 1).
Remark 3.2.3. The above proposition is a special case of Theorem 5.3 in [HJ] when
k = 2, which studies the splitting of hypersimplices A(k, n).
Proposition 3.2.4. Let G be a complete multipartite graph on vertices [d] = V1 U
... U Vk, with k > 2. Assume G has a 4-cycle and #V = aj. Then the number of
decompositions is
k
f (d) - f(ai) + b(G),
i=1
where f (j) = 2' - 1 - 2j, b(G) = 2 if k = 2, and b(G) = 0 if k > 2.
Proof. First, for a similar reason as for the complete graph, there does not exist
i E [d] such that ai = 0. Then we can choose any subset of [d] to assign weight 1
as long as we would have at least one positive edge and one negative edge. Notice
that f(j) is the number of subsets of [j] with size 2, 3,... 7j - 2. So to get s, we
first count all the subsets of [d] with size 2,3,..., d - 2, then remove the choices
when the subset or its complement is all from one Vi, which corresponds to the part
j=1 f(ai). Finally, if G is bipartite, we need to add back the cases that the subset
is from one part V and its complete is also from one part V. This happens if we take
the subset to be V and thus its complement is G\V = V2 or exchange V and V2 .
Since G has a 4-cycle, #Vi > 2, i = 1, 2. Therefore we add back 2 when k = 2. E
3.3 Normal edge polytopes
In this section, we investigate the normality of the subpolytopes obtained by cutting
a normal edge polytope with a hyperplane.
An integral convex polytope P C Rd is normal if, for all positive integers N and
for all # E NP n Zd, where NP = {Na : a E P}, there exists #1, . O. , #N belonging
to Pn Zd such that # = Ei 0.
It is known [OHnormal, Corollary 2.3] that the edge polytope PG of a finite
connected simple graph G is normal if and only if G satisfies the following condition:
(*) If C and C' are cycles of G of odd length, then either they share a vertex or
there is an edge (i, j) of G such that i E C and j E C'. (Such an edge is called
a bridge between C and C'.)
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The condition (*) is called the odd cycle condition, which was first investigated by
[FHM] in classical combinatorics.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let G be a finite connected simple graph on [d] and suppose that
the edge polytope decomposes as PG = PG, U PG_. Then PG is normal if and only
if both PG+ and PG_ are normal.
Proof. Recall that G+ has all the zero and positive edges and G_ has all the zero
and negative edges.
Suppose that both PG+ and PG_ are normal but PG is not. It follows from the
odd cycle condition condition (*) that G contains two disjoint odd cycles C and C'
with no bridge. Without loss of generality, we may assume that these are minimal
in the sense that we cannot pick a smaller odd cycle to replace C while keeping C'
fixed such that they are still disjoint and bridgeless, and vice-versa. In particular,
it follows that neither cycle contains a chord, since then a smaller odd cycle can be
selected. If either G+ or G. contains all the edges in both cycles, then PG cannot
be normal. Thus there is at least one positive and at least one negative edge in the
edges of C and C'. If they are in the same cycle C, then since the two edges induce
a cycle of length 4, C must have a chord, a contradiction. If they are in different
cycles, then a cycle of length 4 between them introduces two bridges that are zero
edges, which is also a contradiction. Thus PG is normal.
Conversely, suppose that PG is normal and that PG+ is nonnormal. Since PG
is normal, there is at least one bridge between C and C' in G. Again by (*), the
subgraph G+ contains two disjoint odd cycles C and C' such that no bridge between
C and C' belongs to G+. Therefore, all of the bridges between C and C' in G must
be negative edges. We claim all of the edges of C and C' must be zero edges. In
fact, if we had an edge e of either C or C' which is nonzero, then since e belongs
to G+ it must be positive, and a cycle of length 4 arises from e and a (negative)
bridge, yielding a zero edge bridge between C and C', a contradiction.
Now, let a1 x 1 + - - - + adXd = 0 define the separating hyperplane X. Since all of
the edges of C and C' must be zero edges, one has ai + aj = 0 if (i, j) is an edge
of either C or C'. However, since both C and C' are odd, it follows that ai = 0 for
all vertices i of C and C'. Hence there exists no negative bridge between C and C',
which gives.a contradiction. Hence PG, is normal. Similarly, PG_ is normal. E
When PG is not normal, different types of decompositions can occur. We will
now construct two examples to illustrate this.
Example 3.3.2. (a) It is possible for a nonnormal edge polytope to be decom-
posed into two nonnormal polytopes. Let G be the finite graph with the following
decomposition:
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±G is not normal because of the two 3-cycles C1 = (5,6, 7) and C 2 = (8,9, 10).
Both subpolytopes PG, and PG_ are still nonnormal for C 1 and C 2 .
(b) It is also possible for a nonnormal edge polytope to be decomposed into one
normal polytope and one nonnormal polytope. Let G be the finite graph with the
following decomposition:
PG_ is normal and PG+ is nonnormal.
3.4 Quadratic toric ideals
Let G be a finite simple connected graph with vertex set V(G) = {1, 2,..., d} and
edge set E(G) = {ei,..., e}. Let K[t] = K[ti, ... , td] and K[x] = K[x1..., z,]
be the polynomial rings over a field K in d and n variables respectively. For each
edge e = {i, j}, we write te for the squarefree quadratic monomial titj E K It],
and define the edge ring K[G] of G to be the subalgebra of K[tj generated by
tel,e2 . .. ,ten over K. Now define the surjective homomorphism of semigroups
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rings 7r : K[x] -+ K[G] by 7r(xi) = tei for all 1 < i < n. We call the kernel of 7r the
toric ideal of G and denote it by IG. We call a graph G (or its edge polytope PG)
quadratic if its toric ideal IG is generated by quadratic binomials. In the previous
section, we studied how the normality property behaves under decomposition; in
this section, we do the same with the quadratic property.
Given an even cycle C = (1, 2,..., k):
1. call (ij) an even (odd) chord of C if (j - i) # 0 is odd (even). The naming
convention corresponds to the parities of the two subcycles created by (i, j)
inside C. For example, if j - i = 2, then we create a triangle, which is odd.
The fact that C is even makes this notion well-defined, as the two subcycles
will have the same parity.
2. call C long if it has length at least 6.
3. given two chords ei and e2 of C, say that they cross if they contain 4 distinct
vertices that, when we place them in order around C, gives the sequence
(ai, a2, a3, a4) where the set of edges {ei, e2} is the set {(a1, a3), (a2, a4)}.
4. call a triple of chords S = (ci, c2, c3) of C an odd-triple if at least two of them
cross.
We can use this language to give the following criterion of being quadratic.
Theorem 3.4.1 (Theorem 1.2 of [OHquadratic]). G is quadratic if and only if the
following two conditions hold:
1. For every even long cycle, there exists either an even chord or an odd-triple.
2. The induced graph of any two odd-cycles are 2-connected by bridges (namely,
for any two odd cycles which share exactly one node, there exists a bridge which
does not go through the common node, and for any two odd cycles which do
not share any nodes, there exist two bridges).
Lemma 3.4.2. Let C be an even cycle inside a quadratic G, with edges e1 , e 2 ,... , e2k.
Suppose C contains exactly one positive ej and one negative edge e3 . Then j - i = 0
(mod 2).
Proof. Suppose not. Without loss of generality ei is positive and e 2 is negative. We
can assume that C has vertices c1..., c2k with ej = (ci, ci+1), where it is understood
the vertices are labeled modulo 2k, and that either ci or c2 is 1. Without loss of
generality c2 = 1. Since the edges e2 , ... , e 21- 1 are all zero edges, we must have c3 =
-1, c4 = 1, c5 = -1,... , c21 = 1, which is a contradiction because e2 = (c 21, c21+1) is
negative.
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Theorem 3.4.3. Let PG = PG+ U PG_ be a decomposition. If PG+ and PG- are
both quadratic, then PG is quadratic.
Proof. Suppose PG is not quadratic. Then by the criterion in Theorem 3.4.1, G fails
at least one property listed in Theorem 3.4.1. This means one of the following must
be true:
1. G has a big even cycle C without even chords or odd triples.
2. G has two edge-disjoint odd cycles C1 and C 2 that have at most one bridge
between them and do not share a vertex.
3. G has two edge-disjoint odd cycles C1 and C 2 that have no bridges and share
a vertex.
We'll show that each of these cases causes a contradiction:
1. There must be at leat one positive edge ei in C, since otherwise C would
appear in G-, failing the assumption that G_ was quadratic. Similarly, C
must contain a negative edge e2 as well. There must be a 4-cycle (ei, u, e2 , v),
so u and v are a pair of chords of C with the same parity. By assumption
on C having no even chords, u and v must be odd chords of C. Thus, by
Lemma 3.4.2, there must be at least one more nonzero edge e3 in C. Without
loss of generality it is negative; then e3 forms a 4-cycle with ei as well and
creates another pair of odd chords C by the same reasoning above and one of
them must intersect one of u and v. However, this creates a odd triple inside
C, which is a contradiction.
1
el
6 '
ui
5
e2 e3
4
2. Suppose d is a chord in C1; then d forms a smaller odd cycle with a subset of
vertices of C1 that must still have at most one bridge with C2 and share no
vertices. Thus, we can assume both C1 and C 2 are chordless.
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By the same reasoning as the previous case of the long even cycle, there must
be at least one positive edge ei (and negative edge e2) in C1 or C2, else G.
(respectively G+) would not be good. First, note that ei and e2 must not be
in different cycles, since this would create a 4-cycle between them that would
serve as 2 bridges, creating a contradiciton. Thus, all the nonzero edges must
be in one of the cycles, without loss of generality C1. But this is impossible,
since the 4-cycle created by ei and e2 must introduce two chords in C1, which
we assumed to be chordless. Thus, we again have a contradiction.
3. Again, if d is a chord in C1, then either we get a smaller odd cycle that does not
share a vertex or any bridges with C2, or we get a smaller cycle that shares a
vertex with C2 and no bridges. Thus, we can again assume both C1 and C2 are
chordless. The same reasoning as above gives us the desired contradiction. El
Thus, we cannot have both G+ and G_ be quadratic while G is not quadratic.
We will show that all other possibilities under decomposition can be realized.
1. G is quadratic, G+, G_ are quadratic. Note that this is Example 3.1.9 again.
- 1
+ 6 2
-5 3
+ 4
2. G is quadratic, G+ is not quadratic, and G_ is quadratic.
+1
+ 6 + 2
5 3
4
3. G is quadratic, G+ and G_ are not quadratic.
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+ ±
4. G is not quadratic, G+ and G_ are not quadratic.
6 
2 + 
7 +
5 3 - 8 -
4
5. G is not quadratic, G+ is quadratic, and G_ is not quadratic.
6 5 4
7± - - 3 +
8 1 2
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